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CHAPTER I 

 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1 Circadian rhythms and light entrainment 

Let there be Sunlight. It is the most important source of energy for organisms on Earth and 

creates 24-hour day-night cycles and seasons. Most, if not all, life on Earth spanning from bacteria 

to humans have accordingly evolved internal timing mechanisms generating endogenous rhythms 

in physiology and behavior with a period of approximately 24 hours1. These rhythms are termed 

circadian rhythms. One of the most prominent and classic examples of circadian rhythms is rodent 

locomotor activity. Mice show nocturnal patterns of locomotor behavior with a period of ~ 23.7 

hours in constant darkness with no external timing cues such as light2.  

Circadian rhythms have three main fundamental properties3. First and foremost, circadian 

rhythms persist with a period close to 24 hours in constant environmental conditions without 

external timing cues. Such a period is termed a free-running period (FRP). Secondly, circadian 

rhythms can be reset by an environmental cue, and match its period to that of an environmental 

cycle. Such a resetting cue is called a zeitgeber (German for a time-giver; external synchronizer) 

and synchronization to a zeitgeber cycle is termed entrainment. Lastly, circadian rhythms maintain 

~ 24-hour periodicity in the range of physiological temperature.  

 

Light influence on circadian rhythms 

In nature, except in extreme environments (e.g., polar regions and deep ocean), circadian 

rhythms of a free-running period close to, but not exactly in most species 24 hours, are entrained 
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to 24-hour light-dark cycles, as light is the most dominant zeitgeber among others such as 

temperature, feeding time, and exercise. For example, nocturnal locomotor behavior rhythms in 

mice are aligned with a light-dark cycle even when mice are fed only during the daytime such that 

feeding timing is the opposite of the normal alignment with the light cycle4. Mice with a 24-hour 

access to food and water typically show dispersed feeding activity throughout the night. Daytime-

fed mice, however, wake up briefly for a few hours during the daytime for food intake, while they 

maintain overall nocturnality4.  

Circadian rhythms are very sensitive to light. Single light signals such as a 15-minutes flash 

of light can cause changes in circadian rhythms3. Interestingly, the photic response in circadian 

rhythms varies depending on timing of light3. When a light pulse is given during subjective night 

(i.e., night in internal circadian time [CT]), circadian rhythms shift in phase: light exposure during 

early night causes a phase delay (e.g., activity onset arises later in time on subsequent rhythmic 

cycles), while light at late night causes a phase advance in which activity onset arises earlier on 

subsequent cycles2. In contrast, light pulses during the circadian daytime cause almost no phase 

shifts2, referred to as ‘the dead zone.’ Such a daily pattern of light responsiveness in the phase of 

circadian rhythms is termed the phase response curve (Figure 1.1). Remarkably, phase response 

curves have a similar shape across many different species including invertebrates3,5, 

vertebrates2,6,7, and plants8,9, although the ratio of delay to advance zones can vary10, suggesting a 

universal design principle of the light-responsive endogenous circadian oscillator. Within the same 

species, the phase response curve can differ depending on light intensity, duration, and prior light 

history3.  

 In addition to brief light pulses and light-dark cycles, constant lighting (LL) influences 

circadian rhythms. Its effects depend on light intensity and whether organisms are diurnal or  
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Figure 1.1. Phase resetting of circadian rhythms to light exposure. 

Phase response curve (A) depicts the direction and magnitude of phase shifts in circadian 

rhythms in response to a light pulse at certain times of the day. Time of the day on the x axis is 

in circadian time (CT) where CT 0 to 12 denotes circadian day (yellow zone) and CT 12 to 24 

indicates circadian night (gray zone). For example, mouse locomotor behavior displays 

circadian rhythms as seen in an actogram (B). An actogram is a graphical representation of an 

activity record (black bars) plotted on an x-axis in hours and a (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) y-axis in days. Yellow and gray areas indicate light and dark. 

Locomotor behavior rhythms persist in constant darkness and reset their phase to short light 

pulses delivered during circadian night. Light during early night (e.g., CT 14) causes a phase 

delay, while light at late night (e.g., CT 22) causes a phase advance. Transients following a 

phase advance and period after-effects following phase shifts are not shown in this figure for 

simple illustration.  
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nocturnal11. In general, LL causes a period shortening of circadian rhythms in diurnal organisms, 

while it causes a period lengthening in nocturnal organisms. Increased light intensity in LL 

generally enhances its effects and can even result in arrhythmicity.  

 

Light entrainment: discrete and continuous mechanisms 

The phase response curve described above underlies how entrainment of circadian rhythms 

to a cycle of light and dark is achieved12. In principle, light entrainment can be achieved by daily 

phase shifts if they compensate for the difference in period between circadian rhythms and a light 

cycle. Organisms with a circadian period of shorter than 24 hr entrain to a 24 hr light cycle by 

phase delays, while those with a longer-than-24 hr period entrain by phase advances. Limits of 

entrainment in terms of a light cycle period are thus largely defined by the magnitude range of 

phase shifts. One remarkable example is that mouse locomotor rhythms (FRP = ~ 23.7 hr) can 

entrain to a 22 hr cycle of 1 hr light pulses, but they cannot entrain to a 20 hr cycle (Figure 1.2A). 

Entrained rhythms establish a stable phase relationship with a 22 hr cycle as light pulses at late 

circadian night cause ~ 1.7 hr phase advances every cycle. However, a 20 hr light cycle is not 

entrainable as advance phase shifts to these light stimulation parameters cannot compensate for 

the 3.7 hr period difference. This discrete model of entrainment predicts that a light cycle 

consisting of brief light pulses in the morning and evening would entrain circadian rhythms even 

without continued light across the day. Indeed, such a two-pulse entrainment has been shown in 

many species including flies and mammals12 (Figure 1.2B). Two-pulse entrainment is achieved if 

net phase shifts in the morning and evening are equal to the difference between the FRP and a light 

cycle period. Two-pulse light cycles (also known as skeleton photoperiods) can mimic 

photoperiods (light cycles with a variable duration of daylight) of shorter than a 14 hr light phase 

(LD 14:10; 14 hr light and 10 hr dark cycle; Figure 1.2B), suggesting that light-dark transition of  
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Figure 1.2. Entrainment of circadian rhythms to discrete light pulses. 

As predicted by the discrete model of entrainment, circadian rhythms can entrain to discrete 

light pulses given at intervals with limits as shown in graphical illustrations of actograms of 

mouse locomotor behavior in constant darkness (gray box) followed by either one-pulse light 

cycles (A) or two-pulse light cycles (skeleton photoperiods, B). As actograms are double-plotted 

on a 24hr time scale, the x-axis shows 48hr and data are duplicated. Yellow and black bars on 

top of actograms indicate an LD 12:12 cycle in which mice were previously entrained. Tilted 

yellow lines in actograms depict pulsed light cycles (A) Mice are exposed to a one-pulse 22hr 

light cycles beginning at CT 0 (circadian dawn). As light pulses are aligned at late circadian 

night, where induced phase shifts compensate for time difference between FRP and 22hr cycle 

period, circadian rhythms entrain to a T-22 light cycle. In contrast, (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) a T-20 light cycle is not entrainable as phase shifts cannot offset the 

large difference between FRP and 20 hours. Circadian rhythms instead show relative 

coordination with the light cycle as rhythms are alternatively light-influenced and free-running. 

(B) Mice are exposed to skeleton photoperiods mimicking LD 8:16, 12:12, or 16:8 light cycles. 

Morning light pulses (M) for 8:16, 12:12, and 16:8 skeletons are given at CT 2, CT 0, and CT 

22, respectively. Evening pulses (E) for 8:16, 12:12, and 16:8 skeletons are respectively 

delivered at CT 10, CT 12, and CT 14. 8:16 and 12:12 skeleton photoperiods entrain circadian 

rhythms; 16:8 skeletons, however, cause a phase jump in circadian rhythms, leading to a similar 

phase relationship with light pulses to that of 8:16 skeletons.    
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a light cycle is critical for entrainment. 

Another potential mechanism of entrainment is continuous action of light on circadian 

rhythms such as acceleration and deceleration of circadian cycles12. This continuous model 

provides a good explanation for entrainment to a low-amplitude sine wave of light intensity in LL. 

The continuous model also explains a discrepancy in entrainment between skeleton and complete 

photoperiods with a long daytime interval such as LD 16:8. Unlike complete photoperiods, 

skeleton long photoperiods can cause a phenomenon called a phase jump: the subjective night 

interval of circadian rhythms does not stably align with the shorter light interval but instead it falls 

into the longer light interval (Figure 1.2B). This suggests that continuous light actions on circadian 

rhythms prevent phase jumps and help entrainment to summer-like long photoperiods. 

In nature, whether entrainment mechanisms are discrete, continuous, or both would depend 

on light exposure patterns of organisms. Discrete mechanisms would be primary for nocturnal 

rodents going in and out of a burrow around dawn and dusk while staying away from their diurnal 

predators. In contrast, circadian rhythms in diurnal organisms might be sensitive to changes in 

light intensity throughout the day, achieving light entrainment via continuous mechanisms. As 

mentioned above, entrainment of circadian rhythms in nocturnal organisms by discrete phase shifts 

around dawn and dusk can cause a phase jump under long photoperiods in Summer. In fact, some 

nocturnal species living at high latitude where seasonal variation in day length is high such as 

microtine rodents switch their behavior between nocturnal and diurnal patterns in different seasons, 

suggesting that phase jumps occur in nature12. Interestingly, however, certain nocturnal rodents 

such as deer mice can tolerate long photoperiods well12. Comparisons of the phase response curve 

and maximum tolerable skeleton photoperiods with fruit flies Drosophila pseudoobscura 

suggested that an overall small magnitude of the phase response in those rodents can reduce a 
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chance of phase jumps as theoretically predicted12,13. Another possible, but underappreciated 

strategy to avoid phase jumps for nocturnal animals is exposure to light in the middle of the day 

in addition to twilight, although the theoretical and empirical evidence remains to be accumulated.  

 

1.2 The molecular and cellular architecture of the SCN 

Discoveries that circadian rhythms are internally driven in the organism and can reset to 

environmental time cues led to formulation of a three-component model of the circadian 

timekeeping system—input pathways, circadian oscillators, and output pathways—and raised a 

fundamental question: Where are circadian oscillators (or metaphorically circadian clocks) located 

in the body? In principle, the lack of either circadian oscillators or output pathways can cause 

arrhythmicity in overt circadian rhythms. Thus, a circadian oscillator must be proven in both its 

necessity and sufficiency to produce circadian rhythms. In mammals, lesioning14,15 and 

transplantation16–18 studies have shown that the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the 

hypothalamus is necessary and sufficient to generate circadian rhythms in many facets of 

physiology and behavior19–21, demonstrating that the SCN is a central circadian oscillator in 

mammals. When a donor SCN was transplanted into the third ventricle of an SCN-lesioned 

recipient with a different FRP from the donor’s, indeed, circadian locomotor rhythms in the 

recipient were restored with a donor’s FRP16. This indicates that the SCN determines the period 

of circadian locomotor rhythms as a master clock. 

 

The molecular basis of autonomous circadian clocks in mammals 

Nearly all cells in mammals, including SCN neurons, express a set of genes generating 

autonomous circadian rhythms at the molecular level. These genes are called ‘clock genes’. Clock 
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genes are present across different species from unicellular cyanobacteria to humans although a list 

of clock genes and their DNA sequence vary1,22. The mammalian clock genes form multiple 

autoregulatory feedback loops where their transcription is regulated by their own protein 

products23 (transcription-translation feedback loops [TTFL]; Figure 1.3). The most essential loop 

consists of Brain and muscle aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT)-like 1 

(Bmal1), Circadian Locomotor Output Cycles Kaput (Clock), Period 1/2 (Per1/2), and 

Cryptochrome 1/2 (Cry1/2). BMAL1 and CLOCK act together as a heterodimeric transcription 

factor with the basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) and PER-ARNT- single-minded protein (SIM) 

(PAS) domains24. During the daytime, BMAL1-CLOCK heterodimer activates the transcription of 

Per and Cry genes via an enhancer box (E-box). As PER and CRY proteins accumulate, they are 

translocated into the nucleus at early night and bind to BMAL1-CLOCK25,26. This causes 

formation of co-repressor complexes containing histone deacetylases, leading to transcriptional 

repression of Per and Cry genes25,26. With a combination of transcriptional repression and 

proteasomal degradation, PER and CRY protein levels decline during the night, relieving negative 

feedback on Per and Cry gene transcription. BMAL1-CLOCK then restarts a new transcriptional 

cycle next morning. This negative feedback loop with time delay sets the circadian period of 

molecular clockworks.  

The second autoregulatory loop induces Bmal1 rhythmic expression. Bmal1 transcription 

is regulated by two types of transcription factors binding to RevDR2 and retinoic acid-related 

orphan receptor-binding elements (RORE): RORα/β/γ27 and reverse strand of Leukemia Viral 

oncogene homolog (REV-ERB) α/β28,29. RORs activates Bmal1 transcription, BMAL1-CLOCK 

heterodimer activates transcription of Rev-erbs, and REV-ERBs repress ROR-mediated Bmal1 

transcription28. This, and the first feedback loops, create an anti-phase relationship between Bmal1  
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Figure 1.3. Transcription-translation feedback loops for mammalian circadian 

clockworks. 

The first and core loop (1) consists of BMAL1, CLOCK, PERs, and CRYs. The second (2) 

and third (3) loops are auxiliary loops stabilizing the core loop and circadian outputs. The 

second loop contains RORs and REV-ERBs. The third loop involves DBP and NFIL3. Pointed 

and block arrows indicate transcriptional activation and inhibition, respectively. Blue, green, 

orange colors indicate different DNA elements involved: E-box, RORE, and D-box, 

respectively. 
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and PER/CRY protein expression rhythms. 

The third feedback loop is interlocked with the two other autoregulatory loops described 

above. It involves basic leucine zipper (bZip) transcription factors. Proline and acidic amino 

acid-rich bZIP (PAR-bZip) transcription factors, including albumin D-box binding protein 

(DBP), activate Ror genes, RORs activate transcription of another bZIP transcription factor 

nuclear factor, interleukin-3 regulated (NFIL3)30, and NFIL3 negatively regulates RORs. DBP 

and NFIL3 indirectly regulate Bmal1 transcription via RORs. 

Taken together, autonomous circadian rhythms at the molecular level are produced by 

multiple autoregulatory feedback loops of transcription factors and their repressors acting on E-

box, RORE, and D-box. Remarkably, about 40% of the entire mouse genome has a circadian gene 

expression in some tissues and about 5-20% of the genome in a given tissue is clock-controlled31, 

revealing a widespread circadian regulation in gene expression. As the circadian clock is critical 

for normal physiology and behavior, however, genes composing the TTFLs have functional 

redundancies. Deletion studies revealed that Bmal1 deletion is the only single mutation that totally 

disrupts the circadian clockwork, leading to arrhythmic molecular and behavioral phenotypes32,33 

although rescue experiments in Bmal1 knockout mice with its paralogue Bmal2 suggested that 

Bmal1 knockout is functionally similar to Bmal1/2 double knockout34. Other single TTFL gene 

knockout mice still show circadian rhythms with an aberrant period (Table 1.1), revealing the 

robustness of TTFLs. Despite not necessary for generating circadian rhythms, multiple accessory 

TTFLs further stabilize rhythmicity of clock-controlled genes. In fact, a number of clock-

controlled genes having E-boxes are also found to have ROREs35, suggesting that they could be 

regulated by RORs and REV-ERBs as well as BMAL1-CLOCK. Also, Bmal1 rhythmic expression 
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by RORs and REV-ERBs is not essential for maintaining the core BMAL1-CLOCK-PER/CRY 

loop36.  

 

The retinohypothalamic tract for light input to the SCN 

In mammals, the eye is the light-receptive organ that transforms light signals into electrochemical 

signals at the retina. For image-forming functions, light signals are first received by photoreceptors 

and transmitted to retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) via bipolar cells. For circadian modulations, 

however, a population of RGCs expressing a photopigment melanopsin can directly detect light 

signals. This subpopulation of RGCs is called intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs) and 

occupies about 5% of the total RGC population50. There are at least five subtypes (M1-M5) of 

ipRGCs, differentiated by their varying morphology and electrophysiology. The M1 ipRGCs 

innervate the SCN. X-gal staining of axonal projections from M1 ipRGCs showed that most of the 

mouse SCN is densely and bilaterally innervated by M1 ipRGCs37. A more recent study using 

single M1 ipRGC labeling by alkaline phosphatase staining revealed a retinotopic map in the SCN 

where the dorsotemporal and ventromedial regions of the retina send axons to the dorsal and 

ventral SCN, respectively38. This contradicts earlier studies using anterograde tracing of retinal 

axons with cholera toxin B that the ventrolateral SCN predominantly receive retinal afferents in 

hamsters and rats39,40,41. It remains unclear if this contradiction is due to methodological 

differences or species-specific characteristics. 
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Null 
mutation Phenotype References 

Bmal1 Arrhythmic 42 

Clock Shortened period 43 

Per1 Shortened period or arrhythmic 44–46 

Per2 Shortened period 47 

Per1/2 Arrhythmic 46 

Per3 Shortened period 48 

Cry1 Shortened period 49,50 

Cry2 Lengthened period 49,51 

Cry1/2 Arrhythmic 50 

Rorα Shortened period 27 

Rorβ Lengthened period 52 

Rev-erbα Shortened period 28 

Rev-erbβ Not different from WT 53 

Rev-erbα/β Arrhythmic 53 

Dbp Shortened period 54 

Nfil3 Not different from WT 55 
 

Table 1.1. Effects of knocking out TTFL genes in mice.  

A single gene and paralogous genes in the transcription-translation feedback loops were 

knocked out in mice and locomotor activity rhythms were measured to assess effects on 

behavioral phenotypes. For phenotypes in Nfil3 knockout mice, clock gene expression and the 

number of rhythmic genes in the liver were assessed. Except Bmal1, no single gene knockout 

causes arrhythmicity in behavior. When paralogous genes such as Per1 and Per2 were 

knocked out together, however, circadian rhythms were abolished. WT = wild type. 
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The SCN neural network 

The SCN is a small region in the anterior and ventral hypothalamus right above the optic 

chiasm and located bilaterally to the third ventricle. The SCN contains about 20,000 neurons based 

on Nissl staining56, and almost all SCN neurons are GABAergic57. Remarkably, neuropeptide 

characterization using mass spectrometry revealed that there are approximately 190 endogenous 

peptides expressed in the SCN including vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), arginine vasopressin 

(AVP), and gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP)58. By percentage of total SCN population, neuromedin 

S (NMS)-positive neurons are the most abundant (~40%) followed by AVP+ (20%) and VIP+ 

(10%)59. Neurons expressing an individual neuropeptide have a specific spatial pattern in the SCN 

with some overlaps60 (Figure 1.4). VIP is mainly localized in the ventral SCN, GRP is located in 

the central SCN, and AVP is expressed in the dorsal SCN60. GRP expression overlaps with that of 

both VIP and AVP60. In contrast, there is by far no evidence of neurons co-expressing VIP and 

AVP in the SCN, strongly suggesting that VIP+ and AVP+ neurons are functionally segregated.  

The SCN has traditionally been thought to have two functional subdivisions: the core and 

shell56,61. This concept is mainly based on neuropeptide expression patterns, clock gene 

rhythmicity, and connections to extra-SCN regions56,61. In mice and rats, the core is anatomically 

located in the ventrolateral SCN and the shell is in the dorsomedial SCN56 (Figure 1.4). The core 

expresses VIP and GRP, whereas the shell expresses AVP61. In addition, the core shows very low 

or undetectable amplitude in the constant darkness but the shell has rhythmic oscillations12, 

although a recent study examining spatial differences in real-time clock gene rhythms in the SCN 

showed that both the core and shell have rhythmic clock gene expression63. Light induction of the 

clock gene Per1 is predominant in the core, while Per2 induction is comparable between the core 

and shell64. The core and shell receive distinct afferents from other brain regions. The core gets  
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Figure 1.4. The SCN neural network. 

The SCN in the hypothalamus has bilateral nuclei just above the optic chiasm (OC) and 

surrounds the third ventricle (3V) as illustrated in a coronal view. The SCN is a network of about 

20,000 neuronal oscillators (arborized cells) and has overlapping functional divisions (dashed 

lines): the ventrolateral core and dorsomedial shell. Neuropeptide expression in the core includes 

VIP (orange area), NMS (grey area), and GRP (green area); the shell includes NMS and AVP 

(yellow area) expressions. Retinal light input via ipRGCs (blue arrows) is received by both the 

core and the shell neurons and entrains their rhythms to external light cycles. Internal 

synchronizers such as GABA, VIP, and AVP (purple, orange, yellow arrows, respectively) 

mediate intercellular coupling within the SCN. 
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direct photic input from the retina and non-photic inputs from the intergeniculate leaflet (IGL), 

lateral geniculate nucleus, pretectal nuclei, and raphe nucleus60,61. In contrast, the shell is 

innervated by the cerebral cortex, basal forebrain, hippocampus, medullary noradrenergic areas, 

and brainstem cholinergic nuclei60,61 as well as the retina37,38. The core and shell SCN share output 

brain regions including the subparaventricular zone (SPVZ) and dorsomedial hypothalamus 

(DMH)60,61. Interestingly, a recent study showed that the dorsal SCN expresses c-fos induction 

mediated by light input from both eyes, whereas the ventral region responds to monocular light 

input38. Given that ipRGC innervation is dense across the SCN38, this suggests intrinsic differences 

in light responsiveness of the circadian clock between the core and shell neurons.  

Studying the connections between different subpopulations of SCN neurons, or between 

the core and shell, has been very challenging as the SCN is a very small brain region and its 

neuronal size is also small. Biocytin staining of neurites showed that AVP+ neurons have compact 

dendritic arborization, and their axons mostly terminate inside the SCN65. GRP+ neurons form a 

dense local network within the core but not with the shell66. A neuronal tracing study using 

biotinylated dextran amines injected into the shell showed that the core was not entirely labeled, 

suggesting that chemical synapses between the core and shell might be sparse67. Furthermore, 

another study found that firing patterns from SCN neurons were not cross-correlated68, suggesting 

that fast synaptic transmission mainly by GABA is sparse and weak within the SCN. Non-synaptic 

volume transmission of neurotransmitters, in fact, plays an important role in intra-SCN 

communication. Particularly, the role of VIP in the core-shell interaction has been extensively 

studied as VIP is expressed in the core and most SCN neurons express VIP receptor type 2 

(VPAC2). VIP- and VIP receptor type 2 (VPAC2)-null mice show arrhythmic behavior69,70 and 

the individual neurons show desynchronized clock-gene rhythms at the molecular level71, pointing 
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to the necessity of VIP signaling for synchronizing cellular circadian rhythms across the SCN. 

Interestingly, paracrine VIP signaling induced by WT graft SCN can restore molecular circadian 

rhythms in SCN slices from CRY1/2 double knockout mice that are arrhythmic at the molecular 

and behavioral levels72, suggesting that rhythmic VIP signaling can compensate for loss of 

circadian rhythms caused by defects in the TTFLs.  

As described above, individual SCN neurons themselves are circadian oscillators 

containing autonomous circadian clockworks. Interestingly, their circadian rhythms show very 

similar circadian periods, but they are differentially phased, displaying peaks at different times73. 

Such phase dispersion creates a spatiotemporal pattern of individual cellular circadian rhythms in 

the SCN such as clock gene rhythms73. The degree of phase dispersion depends on exposed light 

cycles: it increases if the day phase of light cycles is longer than 12 hours74 (e.g., LD 16:8; 

photoperiodic effects) or the period of light cycles deviates from 24 hours75 (e.g., LD 11:11; T-

cycle effects). Notably, a defined spatiotemporal wave of peaks in SCN cellular rhythms moves 

roughly from dorsomedial to ventrolateral regions each cycle76,77, suggesting that SCN coupling 

dynamics is more complex than the traditional idea of core-shell coupling: the core shifts its 

rhythms first by direct retinal light input and the shell later by an input from the core such as VIP.  

Mechanisms underlying how SCN neurons are differentially phased have been extensively 

studied in the context of different photoperiods. Patch clamp recordings of SCN slices from 

animals entrained to short and long photoperiods revealed that long photoperiods shift the 

equilibrium potential of GABA-evoked currents towards GABA being more excitatory78. Later 

studies suggested that increased excitatory GABA transmission by long photoperiods arises in the 

dorsal SCN but not significantly in the ventral SCN, as changes in chloride transporters expression 

and intracellular chloride concentration are dominant in the dorsal SCN79,80. This provides a model 
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suggesting that long photoperiods cause phase dispersal among SCN rhythms via GABA switching 

from being inhibitory to excitatory in the dorsal region. However, it remains to be directly tested 

whether such GABA switching mediates long photoperiod entrainment. Interestingly, 

pharmacological blockade experiments revealed that excitatory GABA is necessary for restoration 

of ex vivo SCN phase distribution from long photoperiod-induced phase divergence, and suggested 

involvement of circadian period changes in SCN core neurons81. This suggests that excitatory 

GABA signaling drives compression and dispersion of SCN cellular clock phases in a context-

dependent manner. 

Furthermore, gap junctions play an important role in intercellular coupling in the SCN as 

shown among other GABAergic neurons82. Dendro-dendritic and dendro-somatic gap junctions 

between GABAergic interneurons are common in the cerebral cortex, although excitatory neurons 

generally lose gap junctions throughout development82. Indeed, gap junction proteins including 

connexins help SCN neurons electrically synchronize with each other and such a coupling is 

necessary for normal circadian behavior83. However, it remains elusive how electrical synapses 

integrate photic information from retinorecipient SCN neurons and contribute to light resetting 

and entrainment of circadian rhythms.  

 

Molecular pathways underlying light-induced resetting of the SCN clock 

Light inputs to the circadian system are transmitted to the SCN via the M1 ipRGCs. 

Interestingly, conventional rod and cone photoreceptors are not necessary for circadian 

synchronization84 but do serve as complimentary players85. M1 ipRGCs directly respond to mid- 

and long-wavelength visible light through the photopigment melanopsin and release glutamate and 

pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating peptide (PACAP) at the synapses of retinorecipient SCN 
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neurons (Figure 1.5). VIP+ neurons in the SCN are mainly characterized as retinorecipient 

neurons, although SCN neurons expressing other neuropeptides also receive retinal light inputs.  

Retinorecipient neurons express both glutamate and PACAP receptors. Glutamate 

receptors expressed in these neurons include AMPA (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazolepropionic acid) receptors (GluA1, GluA2, GluA4), kainate receptors (GluK2, GluK3), 

NMDA (N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid) receptors (GluN1, GluN2C) as well as metabotropic receptors 

(mGluR1, mGluR5)86. Antagonists of either NMDA or non-NMDA receptors block light-induced 

resetting of the circadian clock87,88, suggesting that all ionotropic glutamate receptors are necessary 

for this process. Activation of the ionotropic glutamate receptors by glutamate release from retinal 

afferents triggers membrane depolarization, and it causes calcium influx directly via NMDA 

receptors and indirectly via voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs; Figure 1.5). 

Pharmacological blockade of VGCCs is sufficient to abolish glutamate-induced clock resetting89, 

suggesting that glutamate resets the circadian clock via VGCC-induced calcium influx.  

PACAP receptors are widely expressed in the SCN. There are three types of PACAP 

receptors: PACAP receptor type 1 (PAC1), VIP receptor type 1 (VPAC1), and VIP receptor type 

2 (VPAC2)90. PAC1 and VPAC2 are expressed in the SCN91,92. PAC1 has a stronger affinity to 

PACAP than VIP and its expression is widespread in the SCN with the highest occurrence in the 

ventral region92. In contrast, VPAC2 binds equally to VIP and PACAP, and its expression is 

ubiquitous with a higher level in the dorsal SCN92. Both PAC1 and VPAC2 are Gs-coupled 

receptors that activate adenylyl cyclase (AC) and increase intracellular cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate (cAMP) levels90 (Figure 1.5). PAC1-deficient mice show impairment in light-

induced clock resetting in a similar manner to PACAP knockout mice93,94, suggesting that PACAP 

signaling is mainly mediated by PAC1. Interestingly, PACAP- or PAC1-null mice show relatively  
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Figure 1.5. Molecular pathways underlying light-induced resetting of the SCN clock. 

Retinal light input leads to release of glutamate and PACAP at retinohypothalamic synapses, 

causing activation of neurotransmitter receptors on SCN neurons including ionotropic glutamate 

receptors (iGluRs) and Gs-coupled GPCRs. Internal synchronizers such as VIP also cause 

GPCR activation. Activated iGluRs increase intracellular calcium (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) levels via NMDA receptors and open voltage-gated calcium 

channels (VGCCs) by depolarizing the SCN neuronal membrane. VGCCs increase intracellular 

calcium levels as well. Increased calcium levels lead to CREB phosphorylation via CAMKII. 

Also, GPCR activation leads to CREB phosphorylation through a cAMP-PKA-CREB pathway. 

Phosphorylated CREBs induces Per1/2 expression, causing a phase shift in the circadian clock. 

In addition to CREB induction of Per1/2, enhanced Per1/2 translation causes phase resetting. 

MAPKs activated by iGluRs and GPCRs lead to eIF4E phosphorylation via MNK and mTOR 

pathways. Phosphorylated eIF4Es increase PER1/2 expression. Blue pointed and block arrows 

indicate activation and inhibition, respectively.  
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a normal response to light stimulation at early night, although the late-night response is 

significantly decreased93. This indicates that PACAP signaling is critical for light-induced phase 

advances at late night.  

Both glutamate and PACAP signaling upon light input to the SCN converge onto 

phosphorylation of cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB; Figure 1.5). Calcium influx 

mediated by glutamate receptors activates Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II 

(CaMKII), which then phosphorylates CREB. Increased cAMP levels mediated by PACAP 

receptors activate protein kinase A (PKA), which also targets CREB. CREB phosphorylation is 

critical for light resetting of the circadian clock. CREB is phosphorylated only when light induces 

c-fos expression and phase shifts in circadian behavior95, suggesting that CREB phosphorylation 

might gate light responsiveness in the circadian clock. Phosphorylated CREBs induce Per1/2 gene 

expression by binding to CREB-responsive element (CRE) on their promoter96,97, leading to phase 

shifts in the circadian clock98,99. Experiments using CRE decoy and clock gene antisense 

oligonucleotides99 revealed that CRE activation is critical for light-induced phase shifts in vivo. 

Interestingly, CRE-mediated Per1 induction, but not Per2 induction, is required for glutamate-

induced phase shifts in vitro99. Recent work, however, showed that PER2 mediates light induction 

of Per1 by facilitating formation of a transcriptional activation complex containing CREB and 

CREB-binding protein (CBP)100, suggesting that both PER1 and PER2 are critical for circadian 

clock resetting.  

In addition to transcriptional mechanisms, translational mechanisms are involved in light-

induced clock resetting. Light exposure at night involves multiple signaling cascades converging 

on phosphorylation of eukaryotic translational initiation factor 4E (eIF4E), a critical regulator of 

protein translation (Figure 1.5). In one pathway, light signals at night induce activation of mitogen-
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activated protein kinases (MAPKs) such as extracellular signal–regulated kinase (ERK)101. ERK 

then activates MAPK-interacting kinase (MNK), which phosphorylates eukaryotic translational 

initiation factor 4E (eIF4E). Phosphorylated eIF4E enhances PER1/2 translation102. Blocking 

eIF4E phosphorylation significantly decreases light-induced clock resetting102, suggesting that 

eIF4E-mediated regulation of PER translation is a critical step for clock resetting. Another 

pathway converging on eIF4E phosphorylation is through the mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) signaling. mTOR is critical for regulating protein translation via inhibiting eukaryotic 

translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4E-BP1), an eIF4E repressor103, and mediates 

light resetting of circadian rhythms104. In addition to PER translation, VIP translation is also 

increased by the mTOR/4E-BP1/eIF4E pathway, facilitating intercellular coupling among the 

SCN neurons105. Interestingly, 4E-BP1 knockout mice lacking its negative regulation of VIP 

translation show accelerated re-entrainment of circadian behavior to shifted light cycles and 

resistance to circadian rhythm desynchrony in behavior under constant light105. However, it 

remains an open question how translational mechanisms regulate clock synchronization within the 

SCN at the cellular level. 

 

1.3 After-effects of light exposure on circadian rhythms 

 Light signals are strong zeitgebers that can phase-shift and entrain circadian rhythms as 

described in Section 1.1. Furthermore, light exposure can cause differences in circadian period 

measured in constant darkness (free-running period; FRP) between prior to and following the 

exposure, referred to as after-effects3. After-effects are long-lasting effects as changed FRPs 

gradually revert to a genetically determined value over months2. There are four kinds of after-

effects that are well documented. The first one is after-effects of constant light. As described above, 
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circadian rhythms in nocturnal organisms generally show a longer period under constant light (LL) 

than in constant darkness. LL-induced lengthened period persists when nocturnal animals are 

released in constant darkness3. The second one is after-effects of non-24hr T-cycles. Entrainment 

to short T-cycles (T < FRP) shorten subsequent FRP, whereas long T cycles (T > FRP) elongate 

subsequent FRP. When a T-cycle period is too short or long to entrain animals, however, FRP does 

not change as described above12,106, indicating that after-effects of T-cycles depends on 

entrainment, not just light exposure. The third kind of after-effects can arise following photoperiod 

entrainment. Long photoperiods shorten subsequent FRP; short photoperiods lengthen it12. 

Skeleton photoperiods have similar effects on FRP to those of complete photoperiods12. Lastly, 

the fourth kind is after-effects of single light pulses. Single light pulses can cause phase shifts 

immediately and induce changes in circadian period on subsequent cycles. Light at early night 

induces a phase delay and subsequent period lengthening, while light at late night causes a phase 

advance and period shortening12. The magnitude of period changes is positively correlated with 

that of phase shifts107,108. 

 As the discrete model of entrainment based on the phase response curve and constant 

circadian period explains most aspects of light entrainment, several potential functional benefits 

for having after-effects have been discussed in the literature. First, as phase delays cause a period 

lengthening and advances cause a period shortening, after-effects are additive to phase shifts for 

cancelling out the difference between FRP and a period of external light cycles12. After-effects can 

thus further stabilize entrainment. Another potential benefit is that period shortening after-effects 

following skeleton long photoperiods can enhance tolerance to a short night length, preventing a 

phase jump. This idea came out from modeling work of circadian rhythms in nocturnal animals12; 

however, it remains to be experimentally validated.  
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 As described above, after-effects of constant light are in the opposite direction of those of 

long photoperiods: constant light lengthens FRP, while long photoperiods shorten it. This 

contradicts the continuous model of entrainment where light signals continuously influence on 

FRP for the duration of light exposure. If circadian rhythms indeed slowed down during light 

exposure, long photoperiods should lengthen subsequent FRP. This discrepancy led to a reasoning 

that the continuous action of light is not a dominant factor to produce after-effects of long 

photoperiods12. FRP shortening by both skeleton and complete long photoperiods12,109 suggests 

that light in the morning and evening might primarily induce shortening after-effects. However, it 

is unknown how such two-pulse entrainment can cause after-effects in the opposite direction 

depending on whether circadian rhythms are aligned with a shorter or a longer night interval.  

 

Molecular mechanisms of after-effects 

 Although after-effects are pervasive in many forms of light entrainment, they tend to be 

ignored as they are much smaller in magnitude than phase shifts and therefore are harder to 

measure. Because of this challenge, molecular mechanisms underlying light-induced circadian 

after-effects are poorly understood. In contrast, it has been extensively studied and well 

characterized how light can induce phase shifts in circadian rhythms at the molecular level as 

described in Section 1.2. Given that circadian period is the most fundamental parameter of the 

circadian oscillators, it is significant to understand how light modulates circadian period. 

 There have been largely two research directions toward understanding mechanisms of 

after-effects. One direction is focused on persistence of after-effects. As mentioned above, after-

effects last over months, indicating that they are a form of long-term neural and behavioral 

plasticity, such as learned behaviors. When animals are given a reward paired with an audio tone 
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(a neutral stimulus), for example, they develop an association between the two stimuli, showing a 

reward-seeking behavior in the absence of a reward if the audio tone is provided. In other fields in 

neuroscience, long-term behavioral plasticity has been recently found to involve epigenetic 

mechanisms where gene expression is altered without changes in DNA sequence. Particularly, 

DNA methylation is essential for long-term behavioral plasticity in many contexts such as fear 

conditioning110, reward-associated learning111, and maternal care112. 

  DNA methylation is an addition of a methyl group to cytosine on DNA, and it is an 

epigenetic mechanism of regulation of the gene transcription via chromatin changes on the gene 

body or gene promoter. In general, promoter DNA methylation silences the gene expression113,114, 

while gene body methylation contributes to transcriptional activation by repressing activation of 

intragenic cryptic promoters115. In mammals, DNA methylation is mediated by DNA 

methyltransferases (DNMTs). DNMT1, DNMT3A, and DNMT3B are three canonical DNMTs. 

DNMT3L in itself has no catalytic activity, but it regulates DNMT3s when it forms a complex 

with them116. DNMT1 is the most abundant isoform and essential for maintaining DNA 

methylation patterns117, whereas DNMT3s are critical for establishing those patterns in the first 

place118. Recent work has revealed that this functional dichotomy seems to be an over-

simplification, although it is correct for their major roles: all the isoforms are in fact involved in 

both de novo and maintaining DNA methylation in a context-dependent manner119,120.  

As the SCN is a master clock regulating light entrainment, the SCN and its locomotor 

behavior output have been examined for the role of DNA methylation in after-effects. As T-cycle 

entrainment causes robust after-effects, Azzi and colleagues examined differences in transcriptome 

of the SCN between animals entrained to 22-hour light T-cycles and those entrained to 24-hour 

cycles106. Ontological analyses showed that differentially expressed genes are enriched for 
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neuronal functions and chromatin regulation such as neurotransmitter receptors and DNMTs. 

Genome-wide assays for promotor DNA methylation patterns revealed that many differentially 

methylated genes between 22h and 24h cycle conditions are involved in neuronal functions. 

Interestingly, the ventral SCN showed a significantly higher number of differentially methylated 

regions on the genome compared to the dorsal SCN75, suggesting that the ventral SCN might play 

an important role in after-effects of T-cycles. Further, pharmacological inhibition of DNA 

methylation in the SCN in vivo showed a reduced magnitude of after-effects on locomotor behavior 

rhythms106. This provides direct evidence that DNA methylation mediates expression of after-

effects.  

Examining the role of DNA methylation in the after-effects on SCN molecular rhythms, 

however, had a significant challenge. Conventionally, after-effects on SCN rhythms have been 

examined by manipulating light cycles in intact animals and then measuring free-running rhythms 

in explanted SCN slice culture. However, after-effects on ex vivo SCN rhythms from animals 

entrained to T-cycles are inversely correlated with those on their behavioral rhythms75,121,122. Short 

T-cycles produce a longer ex vivo SCN period than do long T-cycles, although in principle SCN 

period should reflect the behavioral period. Separate period measurements of the ventral and dorsal 

SCN revealed that period of the ventral SCN matches behavioral period, while those of the dorsal 

SCN display inverse after-effects75, suggesting that reorganization of SCN slices during culture 

might cause an abnormal expression of after-effects ex vivo, as predicted by modeling analyses. 

Blocking DNA methylation in ex vivo SCN abolishes period differences between T-22, T-24, and 

T-26 in vivo entrainment conditions, suggesting that DNA methylation is essential for maintaining 

after-effects on SCN rhythms. Interestingly, this contradicts a finding that inhibition of DNA 

methylation in the SCN in vivo after T-cycle entrainment does not cause changes in after-effects 
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on behavioral rhythms106. Future studies will need to address this contradiction and whether DNA 

methylation is involved in establishing after-effects, maintaining them, or both.  

Another direction towards understanding mechanisms of after-effects is focused on 

relationships with phase synchrony among SCN neurons. As described above, entrainment to long 

photoperiods causes a period shortening and a larger phase dispersion in free-running SCN 

rhythms in DD, compared to entrainment to an LD 12:12 cycle. Previous work using mathematical 

modeling of circadian oscillators showed that a larger phase difference among oscillators can 

shorten an ensemble period123–125. Beersma and colleagues created a simple phase-only model of 

two coupled oscillators of electrical firing activities. This model is based on two assumptions: (1) 

an early-phased oscillator phase-advances a late-phased oscillator, (2) two synchronous oscillators 

phase-delay themselves most. The first assumption makes sense as a firing cell can initiate firing 

of the other; however, the second assumption needs to be validated. Based on the assumptions, 

synchronized oscillators show a longer ensemble period than individual oscillators with no 

interactions. In contrast, differentially phased oscillators display a shorter ensemble period than 

uncoupled individual oscillators, as large phase advances and small phase delays arise every cycle. 

Thus, large phase differences among SCN neurons in long photoperiods could produce daily phase 

advances as a net effect, thus causing a short ensemble period.  

A more realistic multiscale, multicellular model of SCN oscillators79,80 supports an 

explanation that the SCN period decreases as the phase dispersion increases under long 

photoperiods. This model takes basic properties of SCN neurons (e.g., neurophysiology and 

transcription-translation feedback loops) into account, and it is based on phase repulsion from the 

slow-oscillating, ventral SCN to the fast-oscillating, dorsal SCN and phase attraction from the 

dorsal to the ventral SCN. In theory, when fast oscillators phase-lead slow oscillators, fast 
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oscillators run faster via phase repulsion and slow oscillators run faster as well via phase attraction. 

Such period shortening effects increase with larger phase differences between oscillators. Thus, a 

high degree of regional phase dispersion under long photoperiods induces a significant period 

shortening in SCN rhythms. Empirical evidence supporting such opposing phase couplings among 

SCN neurons comes from GABA switching predominantly arising in the dorsal SCN80. As 

described in Section 1.2, GABA signaling can be inhibitory or excitatory, depending on 

intracellular chloride concentration: high intracellular chloride makes GABA excitatory, whereas 

low intracellular chloride makes it inhibitory. Long photoperiods induce increases in the ratio of 

chloride importers to exporters and increase intracellular chloride specifically in the dorsal SCN, 

but not in the ventral SCN, suggesting that GABA signaling is excitatory in the dorsal SCN and 

inhibitory in the ventral SCN. Opposing GABA signaling between the dorsal and ventral SCN 

explains well increased phase dispersion under long photoperiods, as excitatory GABA 

transmission would facilitate synchronization in the dorsal SCN, while inhibitory GABA would 

desynchronize the ventral SCN. However, it remains to be determined whether GABA signaling 

is necessary for establishing phase dispersion and causing after-effects of long photoperiods. Also, 

unlike the assumption of the realistic SCN model, the dorsal-ventral difference in a period of SCN 

slices from animals entrained to long photoperiods appears marginal: Bmal1 reporters show that 

the dorsal region has a slightly shorter period than does the ventral region126, whereas PER2 

reporters do not74. Notably, periods of SCN subregions are comparable across different long 

photoperiods from LD 16:8 to LD 22:2, although phase distribution in SCN is more polarized as 

daytime lengths get longer74. This suggests that there might be a ceiling effect of phase synchrony 

on the magnitude of after-effects, and it will be interesting to see whether a realistic model can 

provide any explanation. 
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In addition to long photoperiods, non-24h T-cycles cause phase dispersion and after-effects 

in the SCN75. In short T-cycles the ventral SCN phase-leads the dorsal SCN, while in long T-cycles 

the dorsal SCN is phase-leading. Inverse after-effects ex vivo described above are prominent in the 

dorsal SCN with having a shorter period following long T-cycles than short T-cycles. In contrast, 

the ventral SCN shows a long period following long T-cycles. Period differences in free-running 

SCN rhythms from animals between T-22, T-24, and T-26 cycle conditions are abolished when 

GABAA receptors are blocked, suggesting that GABA signaling is involved in maintaining after-

effects of T-cycles. Given that GABA switching is a potential mechanism of long photoperiod-

induced phase dispersion80, it will be worth examining whether GABA switching plays a role in 

T-cycle-induced phase dispersion. Also, it is an interesting and important question whether and 

how T-cycle after-effects are mechanistically linked to phase distribution in the SCN. 

Two research directions towards understanding mechanisms of after-effects described 

above are apparently intertwined. Differentially methylated genes across different T-cycles include 

genes involved in ion channels, neurotransmitter receptors, and transporters75,106, suggesting that 

DNA methylation might regulate after-effects via modulation of intercellular rhythm coupling in 

the SCN such as changes in phase synchrony. Future studies will need to address how 

photoperiodic and T-cycle after-effects converge at the molecular level. This will deepen our 

understanding of network plasticity of cellular clocks in the SCN. 

 In summary, classical studies in behavioral circadian rhythms have provided a foundation 

of how light as a zeitgeber influences circadian endogenous oscillators, such as the phase response 

curve, models of entrainment, and after-effects. Discoveries of the molecular and cellular identity 

of the mammalian circadian oscillators have expanded our understanding of how they contribute 

to light entrainment of circadian behavior in mammals. At the master SCN clock level, it is well 
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characterized how the SCN maintains circadian periodicity in free-running conditions, and how 

SCN molecular rhythms are phase-shifted by acute light exposure or stimulations. However, it is 

not fully understood how the SCN clock shows light-induced changes, achieves light entrainment, 

and produces after-effects at the molecular and network levels. In Chapter II, I present my work 

describing how the SCN achieves entrainment and show canonical forms of circadian clock 

plasticity at the very basic level of a core clock gene. In addition, I describe regional differences 

in phase shifts and after-effects within the SCN neural network. Chapter III presents my work on 

the role of DNA methylation in after-effects of photoperiods and single light pulses on circadian 

behavior and SCN molecular rhythms. Lastly, Chapter IV provides conclusions and discusses 

future directions. 
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CHAPTER II 

 
 

Light sets the brain’s daily clock by regional quickening and slowing of the molecular 
clockworks at dawn and dusk 

 

 

This work presented here is published as:  

Kim, S., & McMahon, D. G. (2021). Light sets the brain's daily clock by regional quickening and 

slowing of the molecular clockworks at dawn and dusk. eLife, 10, e70137. 

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.70137. 

 

 

2.1 Abstract 

         How daily clocks in the brain are set by light to local environmental time and encode the 

seasons is not fully understood. The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is a central circadian clock in 

mammals that orchestrates physiology and behavior in tune with daily and seasonal light cycles. 

Here, we have found that optogenetically simulated light input to explanted mouse SCN changes 

the waveform of the molecular clockworks from sinusoids in free-running conditions to highly 

asymmetrical shapes with accelerated synthetic (rising) phases and extended degradative (falling) 

phases marking clock advances and delays at simulated dawn and dusk. Daily waveform changes 

arise under ex vivo entrainment to simulated winter and summer photoperiods, and to non-24 hr 

periods. Ex vivo SCN imaging further suggests that acute waveform shifts are greatest in the 

ventrolateral SCN, while period effects are greatest in the dorsomedial SCN. Thus, circadian 
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entrainment is encoded by SCN clock gene waveform changes that arise from spatiotemporally 

distinct intrinsic responses within the SCN neural network. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Graphical abstract. 
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2.2 Introduction 

A key biological function of circadian clocks is to encode local environmental time, and 

the seasons, through interactions with the daily light cycle. Most organisms live in a rhythmic 

environment where daily environmental changes occur corresponding with solar time, and their 

endogenous 24-hour timing mechanism, or the circadian clock, enables adjustment of their 

physiology and behavior accordingly. In mammals, the central clock—the suprachiasmatic 

nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus—represents solar time to synchronize peripheral tissue clocks 

in the rest of the body, and it drives the expression of daily and seasonal behaviors in tune with the 

temporal structure of the environment.  

Classical behavioral studies performed by manipulating light cycles have revealed 

fundamental principles in how circadian rhythms are reset and synchronized by external time cues 

at the level of behavioral outputs2,12, but the molecular basis of clock setting and synchronization 

remains to be fully explained. Entrainment or alignment of circadian locomotor behavior with light 

cycles is achieved based on differential sensitivity of the circadian rhythm to the timing of light 

exposure – phase delays result from light exposure in the early circadian night, phase advances 

from light in the late night, and there is a “dead zone” in the mid-day where light does not reset 

the rhythm12. At the molecular level, the basis of the mammalian circadian clock is self-sustained 

circadian oscillations of core clock genes arranged in an autoregulatory transcription-translation 

feedback loop, with transcription factors Clock and Bmal1 driving the circadian expression of 

Period (Per) and Cryptochrome (Cry) genes that mediate negative feedback within the 

clockworks23. Light stimulation results in acute induction of Per1/223. Conventional time-point 

clock gene expression profiling from animals under different light cycles has provided a snapshot 

of how the clock gene rhythms in the SCN are influenced by various lighting conditions127,128, but 
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with limited temporal resolution that does not fully capture dynamic changes in the clock gene 

rhythms induced by different light cycles.  

The advent of clock gene reporters (e.g., Per1::GFP, PER2::LUC)129,130 enabled assaying 

the motion of the circadian clock in real time and with low variability. However, to date the 

fundamental question of how clock genes in the SCN encode different lighting conditions has been 

primarily approached by manipulating light exposure in vivo and subsequently explanting the SCN 

into slice culture in constant darkness to retrospectively infer the in vivo entrained state, due to 

technical challenges in mimicking retinal light input ex vivo. While much progress has been made 

with this paradigm, this approach can have significant limitations. The SCN activity observed in a 

free-running condition reflects relaxation of the explanted SCN network back toward baseline, 

rather than active encoding of entrainment81, and explantation can disrupt expression of the in vivo 

state131.  

Here, combining long-term organotypic explant culture, cyclic red light optogenetic 

stimulation, and the PER2 bioluminescent reporter, we assess how the clock gene rhythms in the 

ex vivo SCN change in real time to achieve entrainment to light cycles. We have instituted an ex 

vivo optogenetic experimental system that provides precise timing, duration and intensity of 

recurring input stimulation to the explanted SCN while tracking clock gene rhythms at high 

temporal resolution. Acute optogenetic channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) stimulation of SCN neurons 

with 470nm blue light to make them fire at light-driven spike frequency (e.g., 8–15Hz)132,133, as 

does retinal light input, has been shown to be effective to reset circadian rhythms in vivo and ex 

vivo. However, long-term blue light illumination in culture (without opsins) results in 

phototoxicity, reducing cell viability (470 nm, 1 Hz)134 and degrading many biological processes, 

including cell growth (470 nm, continuous)135 and respiration (425–500 nm, continuous)136. 
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Notably, red light is more tolerable in vitro (488nm vs 558 or 640 nm, continuous)137 and in vivo 

(440–500nm vs. 540–660 or 655–695nm, continuous)138138. Recent development of optogenetic 

actuators responding to red light139,140 prompted us to test whether red light can be utilized for 

long-term optogenetic stimulation, and to study how core clock gene PER2 rhythms in the ex vivo 

SCN are dynamically altered and reset by repeated light stimulation to achieve light entrainment.  

Here we uncover that PER2 rhythms in the ex vivo SCN under entrainment to optogenetic 

light cycles show contraction of the rising phase and elongation of the falling phase depending on 

the timing of light exposure, and reveal ex vivo SCN plasticity at the clock gene level similar to 

canonical features of light-induced plasticity in circadian behavior. Aspects of circadian plasticity 

to light entrainment and regional heterogeneity of light responsiveness are apparently intrinsic to 

the SCN clockworks. 

 

2.3 Results 

An integrated system for long-term optogenetic stimulation and bioluminescence recording 

To entrain the SCN slice with optogenetic stimulation, light pulses must be given 

periodically for multiple days to weeks. While repeated and long-term optogenetic stimulation of 

the SCN with ChR2 has been used to successfully entrain circadian locomotor behavior132,141, 

long-term blue light exposure in culture can decrease cell viability via toxic byproducts134. To test 

the effects of sustained blue light exposure on SCN slices, we delivered blue light pulses (470nm, 

1.2mW/mm2) for 12h to SCN slices expressing a bioluminescent translational reporter of the core 

clock gene Per2, PER2::LUC130, but no optogenetic construct. We applied 10Hz, 10ms light pulses 

that can be used to optogenetically drive SCN neurons to fire at light-driven spike frequency in 

vivo132,133,142. We found that PER2::LUC bioluminescence became arrhythmic following the 
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prolonged blue light exposure (Figure 2.2A, B). This effect was not reversible with a medium 

change (Figure 2.2A), suggesting that long-term blue light exposure per se can impair circadian 

rhythmicity in SCN slice cultures.  

Since side effects of light exposure decrease with increasing irradiation wavelength137,143, 

we tested whether using red light (625nm) mitigates light impairment of SCN rhythms. 12h red 

light pulses (625nm, 10Hz, 10ms, 1.25mW/mm2) did not significantly affect the PER2::LUC 

rhythm in SCN slices (Figure 2.2A, B), suggesting that using red light stimulation could be more 

feasible for prolonged optogenetic light stimulation ex vivo. We thus expressed a red light-

activated opsin, ChrimsonR, fused with a red fluorescent protein tdTomato (tdT) throughout SCN 

slices using synapsin promoter-controlled AAVs targeting all SCN neurons (AAV-Syn-

ChrimsonR-tdT140) to mimic widespread retinal photic inputs to the SCN 38,144 (Figure 2.2C).  

To extend the duration over which we can observe the SCN slice throughout entrainment, we 

improved the quality and robustness of PER2::LUC rhythmicity by using brain slices from younger 

mice that usually survive longer in culture145, and by using stabilized glutamine media that were 

shown to reduce ammonia production and improve cell viability in cell culture146,147 (Figure 2.3). 

With these modifications, ex vivo SCN rhythms were stable for more than three weeks, long 

enough to conduct entrainment paradigms without culture medium changes that may perturb ex 

vivo SCN rhythms and entrainment. For precise temporal control of optogenetic stimulation of 

multiple SCN slices, we integrated an optogenetic stimulation apparatus into a multi-channel 

luminometer (Figure 2.2D). To minimize the potential effect of LED-generated heat on SCN 

rhythmicity while achieving sufficient light intensity for optogenetic stimulation, we set up a light 

delivery path in which an LED placed outside the incubator housing the luminometer could deliver 

625nm light through a fiber optic cable and a collimation lens (Figure 2.1D). We then created a  
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Figure 2.2. Long-term optogenetic stimulation system for circadian entrainment ex vivo.  

(A) Representative PER2::LUC bioluminescence rhythms of adult SCN slices exposed to either 

red (top) or blue (bottom) 10Hz light pulses (red or blue bars) for 12h. The black arrow indicates 

the timing of media change. (B) Fold change in the rhythm amplitude following sham, blue, or 

red light exposure (Student t-test, mean ± SEM, n = 3, ***p < 0.001). (C) Merged ChrimsonR-

tdT fluorescence and the brightfield images of an SCN slice. Scale = 100μm. (D) Diagrams 

showing a multi-channel luminometer integrated with an optogenetic stimulation apparatus.  
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Figure 2.3. Improved PER2::LUC rhythmicity in SCN slice explanted from young mice to 

culture medium containing stabilized glutamine.  

Representative PER2::LUC rhythms of SCN slice cultures from an adult (P60) and a young 

(P12) mouse. Young SCN slice cultures with stabilized glutamine (alanyl-glutamine) showed 

higher amplitude in PER2::LUC rhythms for a longer duration, compared to rhythms from adult 

SCN slices in culture medium containing regular glutamine.  
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program interface for remotely operating PER2::LUC luminometry and optogenetic stimulation in 

a coordinated manner (Figure 2.4).  

 

Discrete optogenetic light pulses differentially alter SCN clock gene waveforms to induce 

the phase and period responses 

To test how this integrated system induces phase resetting of circadian rhythms that 

fundamentally underlies circadian entrainment, we applied 10Hz optogenetic light stimulations to 

ChrimsonR-expressing SCN slices on the 3rd or 4th day of recording at three different circadian 

times (CT) as defined by the timing of the intrinsic PER2::LUC rhythm of each SCN slice. We 

chose 10Hz stimulation as light-driven SCN spike frequency in vivo ranges 7 to 13 Hz142. By 

convention, CT12 was defined as the peak time of the PER2::LUC rhythm and is correlated in vivo 

with the onset of nocturnal behavioral activity130. Thus, the rising phase (CT0–12) of the 

PER2::LUC rhythm represents the day phase of intrinsic SCN circadian time, while the falling 

phase (CT12–24) corresponds to physiological night. Light stimulation in vivo at CT6, CT14, and 

CT21 induces representative phase responses in the locomotor circadian rhythm (no phase shift, 

phase delays, and phase advances, respectively)148,149. We found that the phase responses to 

ChrimsonR-mediated stimulation in ex vivo SCN indeed mimicked the phase responses of 

circadian behavior in intact mice to light stimulations in vivo (Figure 2.5A, C). Optogenetic 

stimulation of SCN slices at CT6 induced little phase shift (0.14 ± 0.19 h; mean ± SEM), whereas 

optogenetic stimulation at CT14 and CT21 induced significant phase delays and advances, 

respectively (CT14: -4.25 ± 0.76 h, CT21: 4.38 ± 0.67 h; Figure 2.5C).  
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Figure 2.4. Diagram of an integrated system for long-term luminescence recording and 

optogenetic stimulation.  

Custom-written Matlab code has access to a luminometer data collection software, a 

multifunction I/O device turning on/off the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and a signal generator 

controlling LEDs. Thus, it can schedule periodic stimulation and execute a series of events 

during optogenetic stimulation — pause PMT recording, target positioning, LED stimulation, 

and PMT recording resumption. 
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Figure 2.5. ChrimsonR-driven optogenetic stimulation alters the waveform of SCN PER2 

rhythm to reset the SCN clock. (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) (A) Representative double-plotted PER2::LUC bioluminescence 

actograms of SCN slices stimulated with single 15min 10Hz optogenetic pulses (red bar) at CT6 

(left), 14 (middle), and 21 (right). Linear regressions of the pre-stimulation and post-stimulation 

cycle peaks are indicated as the blue and green dashed lines, respectively. Phase shifts are 

depicted by a yellow arrow. (B) Representative PER2::LUC rhythms of SCN slices before and 

after stimulation (red bar). Green traces depict difference in normalized bioluminescence 

between the pre-stim and post-stim rhythms (black and blue traces, respectively). (C) 

Quantification of phase shifts following stimulation. Positive and negative phase shifts indicate 

phase advance and delay, respectively. (One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons 

test, mean ± SEM, n = 3-4, **p < 0.01, ****p <0.0001). (D) Normalized PER2::LUC induction 

following stimulation. (One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, mean 

± SEM, n = 3-4, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). (E) Fold change in duration of the rising (R; dashed 

boxes) and falling (F; open boxes) phases of PER2::LUC rhythms following stimulation. (RM 

two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n = 3-4, ***p < 

0.001). (F) Quantification of period changes following stimulation using linear regression of 

peaks (left) and Lomb-Scargle periodogram (right). Positive and negative period changes 

indicate period lengthening and shortening, respectively. (One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons test, mean ± SEM, n = 3-4, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p <0.0001). 
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Strikingly, optogenetic stimulation of SCN slices differentially altered the waveform of 

PER2::LUC rhythms on the stimulated cycle, depending on the timing of the stimulation (Figure 

2.5B). Stimulation at night (CT14, CT21) induced greater acute increases in PER2::LUC 

expression in SCN slices than did stimulation in the day (CT6) (CT6: 0.33 ± 0.02 artificial unit 

(AU), CT14: 0.70 ± 0.04 AU, CT21: 0.57 ± 0.07 AU; Figure 2D). The differential PER2::LUC 

induction led to differential changes in the duration of specific phases of PER2::LUC rhythms 

(Figure 2.5E). Stimulation at CT14 induced an acute rise in PER2, elongating the falling phase 

(1.31 ± 0.06 fold change (FC)) to induce a phase delay, whereas stimulation at CT21 accelerated 

the rising phase (0.72 ± 0.04 FC) to induce a phase advance. Stimulation at CT6, however, did not 

significantly alter either the rising or the falling phase duration (rising phase: 0.97 ± 0.01 FC, 

falling phase: 1.06 ± 0.01 FC) despite small PER2::LUC induction, thus causing little phase shift. 

Together, differential waveform changes in PER2 rhythms underpin time-dependent phase 

responses to light stimulation in the SCN.  

Further, the acute phase shifts were accompanied by a subsequent sustained change in the 

free-running circadian period (i.e., circadian period of an oscillator in the absence of external time 

cues such as light) of SCN slices that persisted for multiple days as an after-effect of the acute 

phase-shifting stimulations (Figure 2.5A, F). Similar to after-effects of light induced phase shifts 

on circadian locomotive behavior2, phase delays in PER2::LUC rhythms following stimulation at 

CT14 led to period lengthening on subsequent cycles, whereas phase advances following CT21 

stimulation resulted in period shortening (linear regression method. CT14: 0.91 ± 0.14 h, CT21: -

1.57 ± 0.28 h; Lomb-Scargle periodogram. CT14: 1.46 ± 0.38 h, CT21: -1.98 ± 0.28 h; Figure 

2.5F). These after-effects on period were not the result of persistent waveform changes—the 

PER2::LUC waveform returned to its free-running sinusoidal form after the stimulated cycle. 
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Thus, the SCN itself, in isolation from extra-SCN clocks and neural inputs, has plasticity of the 

circadian period following acute light stimulation.  

 

Daily phase-specific waveform changes drive entrainment at the clock gene level 

Individual phase shifts by external time cues are the building blocks of circadian 

entrainment12. Daily, repeated phase shifts to light adjust the endogenous circadian period to match 

the 24h day and align circadian rhythms in a particular temporal relationship with the daily light-

dark cycle (i.e., phase angle of entrainment). Remarkably, animals can entrain to single light pulses 

given repeatedly as a cycle (T-cycle), even to cycle periods that deviate modestly from 24 hours, 

such as a 22h light cycle12. This so-called one-pulse entrainment is the simplest form of 

entrainment well-documented in the literature and can be used to easily interpret whether 

biological clocks can entrain to certain external cues. To test whether optogenetic stimulation can 

entrain the isolated SCN clock, we delivered periodic optogenetic light stimulation at intervals 

(optogenetic day-night cycle lengths, or T-cycles) that significantly deviated from the near-24h 

endogenous period of the SCN, to clearly differentiate the entrained state from free-running. One 

cohort of SCN slices was stimulated every 22h (T22) while the other cohort was stimulated every 

25h (T25, Figure 2.6A). SCN in both cohorts demonstrated the canonical responses defining 

circadian entrainment—matching of clock period to the period of the input stimulus (Figure 2.6–

2.8), adopting a stable timing relationship with the repeating stimulus (stable phase angle, Figure 

2.6C, 2.9), and initiating a subsequent free-run from the point in time of the entrained phase angle 

upon cessation of the stimulus (Figure 2.6A). Importantly, PER2::LUC rhythms in the SCN 

entrained to the different T-cycles with different phase angles of entrainment (Figure 2.6C, 2.9), 

as predicted by the non-parametric model of circadian entrainment, and previously observed at the 
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Figure 2.6. Optogenetic cycles entrain PER2::LUC rhythms in the SCN by triggering daily 

waveform changes that match the SCN clock to the cycle period.  

(A) Representative double-plotted PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms of the SCN slice 

entrained with 1–1.5h 10Hz optogenetic pulse (red bar) in every (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) 22h (left) or 25h (right). Linear regressions of the pre- and post-

entrainment cycle peaks are indicated as the blue and green dashed lines, respectively. Yellow 

dashed lines indicate half-maxes on the rising phase during entrainment. Grey dashed lines 

indicate the pre-entrainment cycle period as a reference. (B-D) Quantification of period during 

entrainment (B), phase angle of entrainment (C), period change by entrainment (D). (B and D) 

were analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests (mean ± SEM, 

n = 4-6, ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001), (C) was analyzed using Student t-test (mean ± SEM, 

n = 5-6, ****p < 0.0001). (E) Representative waveforms of PER2::LUC bioluminescence 

rhythms before (black trace) and during (blue trace) entrainment to T22 (left) and T25 cycles 

(right). Red bars depict optogenetic stimulation during entrainment. (F) Fold change in duration 

of the rising (R; dashed boxes) and falling (F; open boxes) phases of PER2::LUC rhythms during 

entrainment compared with before entrainment. (RM two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 

comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n = 5-6, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). 
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Figure 2.7. PER2::LUC rhythms in SCN slices entrain to optogenetic T-cycles. 

Representative double-plotted PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms of the SCN slice 

entrained with 1-1.5h 10Hz optogenetic pulse (red bar) in every 22h (left) or 25h (right). 

Actograms are plotted against a 22h (left) or 25h (right) time scale. Linear regressions of the 

pre- and post-entrainment cycle peaks are indicated as the blue and green dashed lines, 

respectively. Yellow dashed lines indicate half-maxes on the rising phase during entrainment. 

Grey dashed lines indicate the pre-entrainment cycle period as a reference. 
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Figure 2.8. Quantification of period during entrainment (left) and period changes 

following entrainment (right) using Lomb-Scargle periodogram. (One-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n = 4-6, ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001) 
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Figure 2.9. Acrophase fitting of PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms from Figure 2.5. 

Blue dots denote acrophases. 
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level of behavioral outputs12. PER2::LUC rhythms under T22 and T25 cycles showed that the 

periodic stimulation was aligned with the late falling and the late rising phases, where acute 

stimulation produces a phase advance and a delay, respectively (Figure 2.6A). Indeed, PER2::LUC 

rhythms in the SCN were entrained to short and long period cycles by daily phase advances and 

delays, respectively. The daily phase advances and delays were respectively derived from repeated 

acceleration of the PER2::LUC rising phase (0.79 ± 0.03 fold change) and elongation of the falling 

phase (1.17 ± 0.03 fold change; Figure 2.6A, E, F). Taken together, our results demonstrate that 

PER2::LUC rhythms in SCN slices can entrain to periodic optogenetic stimulation, and reveal that 

PER2 rhythms in the SCN encode different input cycle lengths via repeated rising phase shortening 

or falling phase lengthening. 

We also tested whether PER2 rhythms in SCN slices show plasticity of endogenous clock 

period in constant darkness following the T-cycle entrainment. T-cycle entrainment by repeated 

light pulses in vivo produces after-effects on the period of circadian locomotive behavior: short 

and long T-cycles produce period shortening and lengthening, respectively12,128. As phase shifts 

by single stimulation had profound period after-effects on PER2::LUC rhythms (Figure 2.5D), 

repeated phase shifts by periodic stimulation were expected to have significant period after-effects. 

Surprisingly, however, repeated phase advances in PER2::LUC rhythms in SCN slices during T22 

entrainment and phase delays during T25 entrainment did not produce statistically significant 

period after-effects (Figure 2.6D, 2.8). This suggests that phase shifts (rather than changes in the 

endogenous period) are a primary driver of matching circadian PER2 rhythms in the SCN to the 

period of T-cycles, as proposed by non-parametric model of entrainment12. 
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The SCN clock entrains to skeleton photoperiods with a minimum tolerable night 

Circadian oscillators in the SCN encode the length and timing of the daily light period (i.e., 

photoperiod)19,150, thereby promoting seasonal changes in physiology and behavior. Strikingly, 

light cycles consisting of only brief light pulses defining dawn and dusk (i.e., skeleton 

photoperiods) have been shown to simulate most aspects of full photoperiods at the behavioral 

level, with the interval between the brief dawn and dusk pulses determining the photoperiodic state 

of circadian behavior12. This remarkable ability of the circadian system to lock onto the timing of 

light transitions can, in principle, result from properties of circadian photoreception in the retina 

(input), downstream behavioral modulation (output), or properties of the SCN clock itself. Here 

we have tested directly whether the SCN clock itself can be entrained to different photoperiods by 

brief daily transitions that simulate dawn and dusk.  

We applied to SCN slices an optogenetic equivalent of skeleton photoperiods mimicking 

short (winter-like), equinox, or long (summer-like) photoperiods (8h, 12h, and 16h daylight per 

day), respectively (Figure 2.10A, B). For the 12:12 skeleton photoperiod entrainment, we gave 

short optogenetic stimulations twice per day (12h apart). We initiated entraining stimulations with 

one stimulation at the trough of the free-running PER2::LUC rhythm to mimic dawn, and the other 

stimulation at the peak to mimic dusk (Figure 2.10A, B, 12:12). The 12:12 skeleton indeed 

entrained SCN slices such that PER2::LUC rhythm period during entrainment became matched to 

the 24h optogenetic light cycle length (Figure 2.10C, 2.11), and the phase angle of entrainment 

(measured as the difference in time between the dusk pulse and the half-max on the rising phase 

of PER2::LUC rhythm) was stable (Figure 2.10D, 2.12). To test for 8:16 short day skeleton 

photoperiod entrainment, we initiated twice-daily optogenetic stimulations 8h apart, with the 

“dawn” pulse given 2h after the trough of the free-running PER2::LUC rhythm, and the “dusk”  
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(Figure legend is on the next page.) 
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Figure 2.10. SCN entrain to optogenetic simulation of dawn and dusk via differential 

PER2::LUC rhythm waveform changes.  

(A) Schematic diagram of optogenetic stimulation paradigm for 8:16 (left), 12:12 (middle), and 

16:8 (right) skeleton photoperiod entrainment. Optogenetic pulses (yellow and grey bars for 

nominal dawn and dusk pulses, respectively) were given twice (8h, 12h, or 16h apart) every 24h, 

targeting near the peak and trough (blue ticks) of PER2::LUC rhythms (black). (B) 

Representative double-plotted PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms of SCN slices entrained 

with 15-min 10Hz red optogenetic pulses at 8:16 (left), 12:12 (middle), or 16:8 (right) interval 

of 24h. Linear regressions of the pre-, post-entrainment cycle peaks and during-entrainment 

cycle half-maxes are indicated as the blue, green, and orange dashed lines, respectively. (C-E) 

Quantification of period during entrainment (C), phase angle of entrainment (D), period change 

following entrainment (E). (One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, mean 

± SEM, n = 3, **p < 0.01). (F) Representative waveforms of PER2::LUC rhythms in SCN slices 

in a free-running condition (before and after entrainment), and those entrained to optogenetic 

8:16, 12:12, 16:8 photoperiod entrainment. Optogenetic light pulses were given at times 

indicated by yellow and grey lines marking nominal dawns and dusks, respectively. (G) Fold 

changes in the duration of the rising phase (top) and the falling phase (bottom) during and after 

entrainment, compared to before entrainment. (RM two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 

comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n = 3, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001). 
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Figure 2.11. Acrophase fitting of PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms from Figure 

2.10. Blue dots denote acrophases.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Quantification of (A) period during entrainment and (B) period changes 

following entrainment using Lomb-Scargle periodogram. 
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pulse given 2h before the peak (Figure 2.10A, B, 8:16). The 8:16 skeleton photoperiod entrained 

PER2::LUC rhythms to 24h period (Figure 2.10C, 2.11) with a stable phase angle (Figure 2.10D, 

2.12) such that the rising phase (SCN day) was encompassed within the 8h “short day” interval 

between the “dawn” and “dusk” stimulations (Figure 2.10B). To test for entrainment to 16:8 long 

day skeleton photoperiods, we initiated optogenetic stimulations twice daily 16h apart, with the 

“dawn” stimulation applied 2h before the trough and the “dusk” stimulation applied 2h after the 

peak (Figure 2.10A, B). In contrast to the 12:12 and the 8:16 skeletons, when SCN were presented 

16:8 skeleton photoperiods they did not maintain alignment of the PER2::LUC rising phase (SCN 

day) with the “daytime” interval (16h), but instead rapidly phase-advanced across the “dawn” 

pulse until achieving similar phase angles to the 8:16 skeleton, stably aligning the SCN day (rising) 

phase within the 8h short day interval (Figure 2.10B–D). This phenomenon in SCN slices 

replicates the phase jump of circadian locomotor behavior in rodents12 (Figure 2.13) and flies13 

during attempted entrainment to long-day skeleton photoperiods, a characteristic expression of 

circadian plasticity in which entrainment to short-day skeleton photoperiods is more stable. 

Together, our results show that the SCN clock itself can entrain to different photoperiods by dawn 

and dusk light pulses, and suggest that the phase-jumping behavior during skeleton periods is 

derived from SCN-intrinsic clock plasticity.  

Entrainment to different skeleton photoperiods also altered the molecular waveform of the 

SCN clock (Figure 2.10F). Stimulations at dawn shortened the PER2::LUC rising phase (8:16 

skeleton: 0.84 ± 0.02 fold change (FC), 12:12 skeleton: 0.88 ± 0.03 FC, 16:8 skeleton: 0.70 ± 0.03 

FC), while stimulations at dusk lengthened the falling phase (8:16 skeleton: 1.16 ± 0.04 FC, 12:12 

skeleton: 1.15 ± 0.03 FC, 16:8 skeleton: 1.30 ± 0.03 FC), to match the clock period to 24h and set 

the phase angle of entrainment (Figure 2.10F, G). The net effect was that PER2 rhythms show  
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Figure 2.13. Phase jump in circadian behavior during long skeleton photoperiod 

entrainment.  

Representative double-plotted wheel-running actogram showing a behavioral phase jump to the 

preferred phase angle of 16:8 long skeleton photoperiod entrainment. The black tick marks 

indicate 6 min-binned wheel-running activity. A mouse under a light cycle of 12h light (yellow 

bar) and 12h darkness was released into constant darkness and then presented with a 16:8 

skeleton photoperiod. The 16h interval between 1h light pulses defining dawn and dusk was 

initially aligned with the subjective day (i.e., the time from the nocturnal behavioral offset (blue 

dashed line) to the onset (red dashed line)). As the circadian rhythm rapidly phase-advanced 

across the nominal dusk pulse, the shorter 8h interval became aligned with the subjective day 

instead of the night. 
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asymmetric waveforms with the falling phase longer than the rising phase in all skeleton 

photoperiods (Figure 2.10F, G). However, changes in the waveform did not persist when the 

rhythms were free-running in constant darkness following entrainment (Figure 2.10G), indicating 

that the waveform changes are direct effects of optogenetic light stimulation accelerating and 

decelerating different phases of the molecular clock during entrainment. Additionally, as 

entrainment to 8:16 skeleton photoperiods causes period lengthening of circadian behavior in 

vivo12, it induced a trend toward period lengthening of PER2::LUC rhythms as an after-effect (0.47 

± 0.11h), although these did not reach statistical significance (Figure 2.10E, Figure 2.12). Taken 

together, skeleton photoperiods entrain PER2 rhythms in the SCN via opposing actions of light 

pulses on the duration of the rising and the falling phases to match the clock period to 24h.  

To determine the waveform of PER2::LUC rhythms in SCN stably entrained to a long 

skeleton photoperiod, we entrained SCN slices to skeleton photoperiods whose daytime interval 

was gradually extended from 12h to 14h to 16h (Figure 2.14). All 9 SCN slices tested entrained to 

the 12:12 skeleton photoperiod, and most (8 out of 9) maintained entrainment when the skeleton 

was expanded to 14:10, while only a few (2 out of 9) maintained entrainment when the skeleton 

was expanded to 16:8, and most (7 out of 9) executed a phase jump to the 8:16 phase angle (Figure 

2.14A, C). This is consistent with previous findings in fruit flies and mice that a phase jump in 

circadian behavior is more likely to occur as the daytime interval of skeleton photoperiods gets 

longer than 12h, a phenomenon called the “minimum tolerable night”12,151.  

SCN slices that did stably entrain to the 16:8 long skeleton photoperiod exhibited a broader 

PER2::LUC rhythm waveform with more prominent PER2::LUC inductions following stimulation 

at each dawn and dusk transition, compared to the same slices under the 12:12 skeleton 

photoperiod (Figure 2.14B). Providing SCN slices with simulation of dawn and dusk transitions  
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Figure 2.14. Gradual shifts from equinox to long optogenetic skeleton photoperiods reveal 

SCN PER2::LUC rhythms stably entrained to long skeleton photoperiods.  

(A) Representative double-plotted PER2::LUC bioluminescence actograms of SCN slices 

entrained to optogenetic skeleton photoperiods (yellow and grey bars [Figure legend continues.] 
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[Figure legend continued.] for nominal dawn and dusk pulses, respectively) from the 12:12 

skeleton to the 14:10 to the 16:8. The left and the middle actogram show that a phase jump (blue 

arrow) begins during the 14:10 and the 16:8 skeleton photoperiods, respectively. The right 

actogram depicts SCN PER2::LUC rhythms entrained to all the three skeleton photoperiods 

without a phase jump. (B) Representative waveforms of the PER2::LUC rhythms entrained to 

the 12:12 (upper left) and the 16:8 (upper right) skeleton photoperiods simulated by optogenetic 

stimulation (yellow and grey bars for nominal dawn and dusk pulses, respectively). The bottom 

plot shows a superimposed image of the two upper plots. (C) Proportion of entrained SCN slices 

(without a phase jump) and the phase-jumped slices for the 12:12, 14:10, and 16:8 skeleton 

photoperiods (n=9). 
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was sufficient to mimic waveform broadening of the clock gene rhythms induced by complete 

long photoperiods (e.g., a cycle of 16h light and 8h darkness)152,153. Dawn stimulation for the 16:8 

skeleton aligned with the late falling phase of the rhythms and led to a greater increase in the slope 

of the rising phase than did the 12:12 dawn stimulation aligned with the trough (Figure 2.14B). At 

dusk, the timing of the 16:8 skeleton stimulation at the early falling phase was later than that of 

the 12:12 stimulation, triggering greater PER2::LUC induction (Figure 2.14B). Our results show 

that the timing of light-dark transitions at dawn and dusk differentially drives photoperiodic effects 

on the clock gene rhythm waveform in the SCN likely via the observed changes in the magnitude 

of Per induction. 

 

The SCN clock expresses regionally distinct clock-resetting capacities 

The SCN clock is a functional network of heterogenous cellular oscillators which 

themselves are autonomous clocks. Recently, genetic dissection approaches (e.g., cell type-

specific knockouts)154 and real-time imaging of the ex vivo SCN74 further revealed aspects SCN 

timekeeping at the network level broadly defining the ventral region marked by vasoactive 

intestinal polypeptide (VIP) secreting neurons, and the dorsal region marked by arginine 

vasopressin (AVP) secreting neurons as distinct functional nodes within the SCN network. SCN 

slices explanted from mice entrained to extreme lighting conditions such as 20:4 photoperiods 

(20h light:4h darkness) or 22h light cycles (11h light:11h darkness) showed regional phase 

differences and coupling profiles in PER2::LUC rhythms within the SCN distinct from those of 

SCN slices explanted from mice under a standard light cycle (12h light:12h darkness)74,75. 

However, these post-hoc ex vivo studies assay the relaxation of previous light cycle encoding, not 

the process of entrainment itself81, and it remains unclear how light input alters network function 
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of the SCN clock in real time. As phase shifts in circadian rhythms by such light pulses underlie 

light entrainment12, we assessed how the circadian phase shifts by single light pulses impact the 

network state of the SCN clock. To do that, we combined optogenetic stimulation of the SCN ex 

vivo with spatially imaging real-time PER2::LUC bioluminescence in SCN using a light-tight 

microscope equipped with an LED illumination system.  

Pan-neuronal optogenetic stimulation of SCN neurons was applied at CT14 or CT21 and 

the subsequent network-level changes in the SCN clock were observed following this phase-

delaying or phase-advancing stimulation. Subregional bioluminescence rhythm analysis and 

subsequent hierarchical clustering analysis revealed the spatiotemporal distribution of circadian 

phase, period, phase response, and period response within the SCN (Figure 2.15). Before 

stimulation, the circadian oscillator network in SCN slices exhibited a baseline phase distribution 

where the dorsomedial lip was most phase-leading and the ventrolateral area the most phase-

lagging, and the distribution of circadian period was almost uniform across the SCN (Figure 

2.15A). Optogenetic stimulation induced phase shifts and the period changes of different 

magnitudes in different regions of the SCN (Figure 2.15A). 

Following CT14 stimulation, the lateral region showed larger phase delays than did the 

medial region. In contrast, period lengthening effects were more prominent in the medial SCN 

than in the lateral SCN, indicating an inverse correlation between phase change and period 

plasticity among SCN subregions (Figure 2.15A, C). To classify the SCN into subregions with 

different rhythmic properties in an unsupervised manner, we performed group-averaged clustering 

analysis and identified a lateral-medial axis with 3 clusters for phase shifts (lateral shell: -1.33 ± 

0.18 h, lateral core: -1.64 ± 0.17 h, medial: -0.64 ± 0.30 h) and a ventrolateral-dorsomedial axis 

with 3 clusters for period changes (dorsomedial: 0.36 ± 0.16 h, ventrolateral: 0.08 ± 0.14 h,  
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Figure 2.15. Regional distribution of circadian phase and period in the SCN, and 

heterogeneity of the phase and the period responses in the SCN (Figure legend continues.)  
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(Figure legend continued.) to Optogenetic Light Pulses.  

(A) The upper row shows phase maps of PER2::LUC bioluminescence rhythms in the unilateral 

SCN before and after optogenetic stimulation at CT14 (left) or CT21 (right), and regional 

distribution of the phase shifts in response to corresponding stimulation. The lower row displays 

the period maps before and after the stimulation, and the period change maps. The crossed 

arrows denote the SCN orientation. D=dorsal, V=ventral, M=medial, L=lateral. The phase maps 

depict peak times in hours relative to the mean in each condition. Pre-stim and post-stim phases 

indicate the last peak before stimulation and the first peak after stimulation, respectively. 

Positive and negative phase shifts indicate phase advances and delays, respectively. Positive and 

negative period changes indicate period lengthening and shortening, respectively. (B) 

Representative Rayleigh plots (24h circular plots) for regional peak PER2::LUC phases in the 

SCN, and bar graphs of the circular variance before and after optogenetic stimulation at CT14 

(left) or CT21 (right). (Wilcoxon matched-pairs test, n=6-7, *p <0.05). The arrows in the 

Rayleigh plots indicate mean Rayleigh vectors. (C) Group-averaged clusters of the phase shift, 

period change, pre-stimulation peak phase, and post-stimulation peak phase for CT14 (left) or 

CT21 (right) stimulation (n=6-7). Clusters were hierarchically formed using Ward’s minimum 

variance method. Different colors indicate different clusters. The crossed arrows denote the SCN 

orientation. D=dorsal, V=ventral, M=medial, L=lateral. (D-E) Phase shifts (left) and period 

changes (middle) in corresponding clusters in (C), and peak time differences between the phase-

leading and the phase-lagging clusters (right) for CT14 (D) or CT21 stimulation (E). Phase shifts 

and period changes were analyzed using RM One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test, mean ± SEM, n=6-7, *p<0.05. Peak time differences were analyzed using 

paired t-test, mean ± SEM, n=6-7, *p<0.05, ***p<0.001. 
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in-between: 0.31 ± 0.14 h; Figure 2.15C, D). In terms of changes in phase coupling, the phase 

variance within the SCN was increased following stimulation (Figure 2.15B), indicating a larger 

phase desynchrony in the SCN. The phase difference between the medial and the lateral regions 

increased following stimulation (pre-stim: 1.50 ± 0.11 h, post-stim: 2.17 ± 0.25 h) as larger phase 

delays occurred in the phase-lagging, lateral region than in the phase-leading, medial region 

(Figure 2.15C, D).  

Following CT21 stimulation, the ventrolateral or ventral SCN showed larger phase 

advances and smaller period shortening than did the dorsomedial or dorsal SCN, indicating again 

an inverse correlation in magnitude between the phase shift and the period change among SCN 

subregions (Figure 2.15A, C). Clustering analysis identified a ventrolateral-dorsomedial axis with 

3 clusters for phase shifts (ventrolateral shell: 2.49 ± 0.27 h, ventrolateral core: 2.87 ± 0.29 h, 

dorsomedial: 2.21 ± 0.22 h) and a ventral-dorsal axis with 3 clusters for period changes (ventral 

shell: -0.69 ± 0.11 h, ventral core: -0.55 ± 0.13 h, dorsal: -0.83 ± 0.15 h; Figure 2.15C, E). Also, 

the phase variance was increased following stimulation (Figure 2.15B) as the phase difference 

between the phase-leading and the phase-lagging clusters increased (pre-stim: 1.76 ± 0.19 h, post-

stim: 2.52 ± 0.22 h; Figure 2.15C, E). This increased phase desynchrony can be explained by two 

phenomena: the ventral part of the phase-leading medial lip region showed large phase advances, 

while the dorsal part of the phase-lagging lateral region exhibited smaller phase advances (Figure 

2.15C). 

Taken together, the network-level changes in the circadian phase and period distributions 

within the SCN in response to discrete light pulses reveal that the lateral or ventrolateral SCN 

exhibits large phase shifts and small period changes, whereas the medial or dorsomedial SCN 

displays small phase shifts and large period changes. To test whether a higher regional expression 
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of the ChrimsonR optogenetic construct in the lateral or ventrolateral SCN might be associated 

with the larger phase shifts of this region, we analyzed the ChrimsonR-tdT fluorescence intensity 

in different subregions corresponding to phase-shift clusters and compared with the magnitude of 

phase shifts. For both CT14 and CT21 stimulations, subregions exhibiting large phase shifts had 

lower levels of ChrimsonR-tdT expression (Figure 2.16), suggesting that regionally different phase 

responses are not directly derived from spatial ChrimsonR expression patterns. Given this 

distribution, and that we applied synchronous stimulation across the entire SCN, our results 

suggest that this subregional heterogeneity in resetting responses is intrinsic to the neurons or 

circuits in the ventrolateral and dorsomedial SCN. 
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Figure 2.16. ChrimsonR-tdT fluorescence levels in different phase shift clusters in the 

Figure 2.15C for (A) CT14 and (B) CT21 stimulation. (Paired t-test, n=6-7, **p<0.01). 
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2.4 Discussion 

In this study, we assessed at high-resolution temporal and spatial dynamics of core clock 

gene rhythms in the ex vivo SCN following single optogenetic light exposures and various forms 

of optogenetic light cycles to gain further insights into light resetting and entrainment of clock 

gene rhythms in the SCN. Using real-time bioluminescent recording of PER2 expression combined 

with recurring optogenetic stimulation, we confirmed that the isolated SCN strikingly recapitulates 

many of the canonical features of circadian clock entrainment in intact animals, including 1) phase 

responses with period after-effects, 2) period matching and phase angle differences to stimuli of 

non-24-hour cycles, and 3) differential entrainment to skeleton photoperiods with a minimum 

tolerable night. Entrainment is expressed as transformation of the ongoing rhythmic waveform of 

the clock protein we monitored, PER2, from approximately sinusoidal in free-running conditions 

to highly asymmetrical trajectories with accelerated synthetic (rising) phases and extended 

degradative (falling) phases of PER2 protein abundance mediating clock advances and delays, 

respectively. Spatiotemporal analysis revealed intrinsic regional differences in light resetting 

within the SCN neural network, with the magnitude of acute phase shifts that underlie ongoing 

waveform changes being greatest in the ventrolateral SCN core, while the magnitude of subsequent 

period after-effects is greatest in the dorsomedial SCN shell.  

A key question addressed in our study was how exactly light input changes the clock gene 

rhythms in the SCN to drive phase shifts and to achieve entrainment to external light cycles. 

Previous studies127,128 have assayed the clock gene rhythms under lighting conditions by time-

point sampling clock gene expression from populations of animals for each time point at low 

temporal resolution (e.g., 4hr sampling intervals), making it difficult to fully capture dynamic 

waveform changes in the rhythms induced by light input. Using bioluminescent recording of PER2 
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expression at an interval of minutes, while optogenetically providing the SCN explant with 

simulated light signals, we directly showed that discrete light input induces acute induction of 

PER2 expression and differential waveform changes in PER2 rhythms in a phase-dependent 

manner, leading to a time-dependent phase shifts: high PER2 induction by early-night light 

exposure induces phase delays by elongating the falling phase of the molecular clockworks, while 

late-night light induces phase advances by accelerating the rising phase of the clockworks, and 

mid-day light does not affect the rhythm phase due to low PER2 induction. These differential 

waveform changes in specific PER2 phases differentiate PER2 waveforms under light cycles from 

those in free-running conditions. PER2 rhythms express typical sinusoidal waveforms in free-

running conditions, whereas under light entrainment they show asymmetric waveforms with 

elongated falling phases, abbreviated rising phases and dramatic waveform changes aligned with 

light stimulation events. Given that a pulse of retinal light input can induce PER gene expression 

in the SCN and PER induction is required for the SCN clock resetting98,99, our results suggest that 

the SCN clock rhythms such as neural activity rhythms can phase-shift to acute light exposure and 

entrain to a light cycle via single and regular events of the aforementioned waveform changes, 

respectively, as a result of light induction of PER gene expression. 

As daily phase shifts underlie adjustment of the endogenous period of circadian behavior 

to different day-night cycle lengths, daily waveform acceleration in the rising phase of PER2 

aligned with dawn, and daily elongation in the falling phase of PER2 abundance aligned with dusk 

express the entrainment of circadian PER2 rhythm to light cycle periods. Stable alignment of the 

SCN clock with repeated light stimulations at a phase-delaying circadian time achieved circadian 

entrainment to a longer-than-24h cycle mainly via repeated lengthening of the falling phase of 

PER2, whereas repeated shortening of the rising phase at a stable phase angle accompanied short 
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T-cycle entrainment. For photoperiodic encoding, as brief light pulses defining dawn and dusk can 

entrain circadian behavior, daily brief optogenetic simulations of light transitions at dawn and dusk 

shortened PER2 rising phase and lengthened the falling phase in the SCN, respectively, thereby 

matching PER2 rhythms to a 24h period. PER2 waveform widths were different between equinox 

and long skeleton photoperiods. Previous studies suggested that long photoperiod induces Per 

waveform broadening as high Per gene expression gets extended throughout long light 

periods152,153. However, our results from skeleton photoperiods suggest that light-dark transitions 

at dawn and dusk are sufficient to alter PER2 waveform width. Light exposures at earlier dawns 

and later dusks for long photoperiods drive more PER2 induction than do light exposures in 

equinox photoperiods, thus expanding PER2 waveform. This is consistent with waveform 

broadening of neural activity rhythms in animals under a long photoperiod155.  

Another important point of this study is that plasticity in circadian behavior following 

alteration of lighting conditions is intrinsic to the SCN clockworks. Key principles of circadian 

entrainment and plasticity in mammals have been discovered by classical behavioral studies that 

assessed circadian locomotor behavior under different lighting conditions. Circadian behavior, 

however, is a product of multiple oscillators involving different brain areas, and the SCN receives 

both extensive feed-forward and feedback from other brain nuclei in situ156. Our results from ex 

vivo entrainment of isolated SCN strongly suggest that many of the classically studied forms of 

circadian plasticity and properties of entrainment apparently reside intrinsically within the SCN 

molecular and neural network themselves. As previously reported132, differential phase responses 

of circadian rhythms depending on the timing of light input is evident even though the SCN 

neurons are directly stimulated, rather than them receiving retinal input. Furthermore, as 

entrainment of circadian behavior to different T-cycles is achieved by different phase angles of 
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entrainment, the SCN clock itself establishes different entrained phase angles to the T-cycles, 

consistent with non-parametric model of entrainment12. Daily light stimulations fall in the phase-

advancing zone (late falling PER2 phase) and the phase-delaying zone (late rising PER2 phase) 

during short and long T cycles, respectively. Also, the SCN clock itself can indeed be entrained 

directly by the light-dark transitions in skeleton photoperiods as mimicked by optogenetic 

stimulation, and a higher-order aspect of entrainment, such as the bias of the circadian system to 

resolve ambiguous skeleton light cycles in favor of short-day entrainment12, also resides in the 

SCN clockworks.  

We also uncovered whether and how the SCN clock itself expresses light-induced after-

effects on the endogenous clock period. Acute phase shifts produce after-effects on the endogenous 

period of the SCN clock itself, and interestingly, the magnitude of the period after-effects (up to 

several hours) is larger than that at the level of behavioral rhythms (less than an hour)2. This 

suggests that the after-effects on circadian behavior following single light pulses become 

diminished as light signals are transmitted downstream of the SCN, or that the plasticity of the in 

vivo SCN is constrained by interactions with extra-SCN oscillators or circuits. In the case of 

entrainment to non-24 hour periods (T-cycles), surprisingly, we did not detect significant period 

after-effects in the SCN clock, although T-cycle entrainment produces most significant period 

after-effects in circadian behavior12. It is an unexpected finding that repeated stimulation does not 

produce large period after-effects, while single light stimulation does. Period after-effects of 

circadian locomotive behavior are expressed after more than a month of exposure to different T-

cycles106,128, suggesting that our one-week entrainment paradigm might not be sufficient to drive 

T-cycle period aftereffects. Notably, previous findings indicate that the clock period of SCN 

explanted from animals entrained to T-cycles does not represent circadian behavioral period of 
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those animals75,121,122,157, suggesting the possibility that extra-SCN clocks are a critical influence 

on the period after-effects of T-cycles. Our results from direct entrainment of isolated SCN to T 

cycles also suggest that there may be additional non-SCN influences underlying the T cycle period 

after-effects at the behavioral level.  

We also revealed how light exposure alters the network state of the SCN clock to induce 

phase shifts and period plasticity, and directly showed that the SCN itself has subregional 

heterogeneity in clock-resetting capacity. Previously, it is assumed that retinal light input is mainly 

received by the ventral SCN, creating differences light-induced clock resetting between the ventral 

and dorsal regions due to differential input61. For example, in the in vivo SCN light induction of 

Per1 mRNA expression is more prominent to the ventral region, whereas Per2 induction is 

widespread64. More recent studies using intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell (ipRGC) 

labeling38,144, however, showed that the retinal projections are widespread across the entire SCN 

and neuronal activation following light exposure was ubiquitous, suggesting the possibility of 

intrinsic differences in responsiveness between the SCN subregions. Using pan-neuronal 

optogenetic stimulation that was synchronous across the entire SCN, we found that the lateral or 

ventrolateral SCN exhibits large phase responses and small period responses, while the medial or 

dorsomedial SCN exhibits small phase responses but large period plasticity, revealing an intrinsic 

nature of the clock-resetting heterogeneity in the SCN. As the VIP and AVP neurons are 

respectively located in the ventral and dorsal SCN, this suggests that regionally differential phase 

and period responses in the SCN might be derived from intrinsic differences between the VIP and 

AVP neuronal clocks. The period response, inversely correlated with the phase response, could 

serve to help the SCN recover back to its baseline network phase state from decreased synchrony 

following phase shifts. Decreased phase synchrony among SCN neurons following light exposure 
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has been observed in the case of VIP-induced phase shifts158 and entrainment to long photoperiods 

or non-24h light cycles74,75. Interestingly, stimulating VIP neurons reset the ensemble SCN phase, 

while stimulating VPAC2 neurons located in the dorsal SCN do not159, suggesting regionally 

different phase-resetting capacity. Future studies will be needed to address whether and how the 

subregional heterogeneity in light responsiveness fulfills encoding of various lighting conditions 

in the SCN. 

Technical limitations of our methods are twofold. We used ~P12 SCN slices to achieve 

long-term monitoring of real-time clock gene rhythms throughout optogenetic entrainment. 

Although the SCN astrocytes become fully mature by P20–25 and they are recently identified as 

an important component for entrainment in vivo160–162, the SCN maturity reaches near-adult levels 

at P12 in many aspects including retinal innervation, clock gene rhythmicity, neuropeptide 

expression profile, and photic responses60. Additionally, our current system is not readily 

applicable to studying real-time SCN rhythms under a full optogenetic light cycle (e.g., 12 hours 

of stimulation every day) as excitation light for optogenetics interrupts bioluminescence detection. 

Moving forward, overcoming such a limitation will further extend the usage to studying SCN-

intrinsic mechanisms of entrainment. Interestingly, real-time clock gene rhythms in the in vivo 

SCN re-entrain to a new light cycle during experimental jet lag163. Future waveform analyses of 

clock gene rhythms in such an in vivo setup would allow comparison with our observations in the 

isolated SCN. 

Lastly, our study provides technical contributions to studies of SCN entrainment and 

plasticity and to the study of neural plasticity in general. Our system that employs long-term red 

optogenetic stimulation and photomultiplier tube-based bioluminescence recording from cultured 

neural tissues enables ex vivo entrainment of the isolated SCN neural network over intervals of 
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days to weeks in a similar way to light entrainment in animals, and high-resolution assessment of 

plasticity in the SCN clock gene rhythms throughout entrainment. As the SCN explant is more 

accessible to genetic or pharmacological manipulations than in vivo SCN, our method will provide 

a great opportunity to further study molecular mechanisms of the SCN entrainment. Our system 

can also be adapted for long-term optogenetic stimulation with other bioluminescent readouts, 

such as bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) Ca2+ sensors164,165, and thus it is 

potentially widely applicable to studying induction of long-term neural plasticity in different 

regions of the brain.   
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2.5 Materials and methods 

 

Reagent 
type 

(species) or 
resource 

Designation Source or 
reference Identifiers 

Animal 
strain (M. 
musculus) 

 PER2::LUC 130  RRID: IMSR_JAX:006852 

Transfected 
construct 
(M. 
musculus) 

 AAV1-Syn-
ChrimsonR-tdT 

140  Addgene viral prep # 59171-AAV1 

Software, 
algorithm MATLAB Mathworks RRID:SCR_001622 

Software, 
algorithm 

ClockLab 
Analysis Actimetrics Matlab-based ClockLab Analysis ver. 2.72 

Software, 
algorithm LumiCycle Actimetrics  

Software, 
algorithm Signal Generator Mhinstek  

Software, 
algorithm Prism GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798 

Software, 
algorithm SPSS IBM RRID:SCR_002865 

Software, 
algorithm OptoLumicycle This study https://github.com/SuilKim/OptoLumicycle 

Other LED driver Thorlabs LEDD1B 
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Other Fiber-coupled 
LEDs Thorlabs M470F3 (470nm), M625F2 (625nm) 

Other Fiber collimation 
package Thorlabs F230SMA-B 

Other 
Multi-mode fiber 
cable (Ø1500μm, 
0.39NA) 

Thorlabs M93L 

Other Relay switch Sensata-
Crydom DC60S5-B 

Other Multi-functional 
I/O device 

National 
Instruments USB-6001 

  

Table 2.1. Key resources table. 

 

Animals and housing 

P11-14 heterozygous PER2::LUC knock-in mice130 were used for organotypic slice culture 

and subsequent procedures as the PER2::LUC knock-in allele can alter circadian functions such 

as free-running period and entrainment166. All animals were housed in a 12:12 LD cycle, and had 

food and water provided ad libitum. Both male and female mice were used in experiments. 

Experiments were performed in accordance with the Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee and National Institutes of Health guidelines. 

 

Organotypic slice culture and AAV viral transduction 

Removed brains were mounted and cut into coronal slices (300μm) on a vibrating blade 

microtome (Leica) in cold HBSS supplemented with 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 10 mM 

HEPES, and 4.5 mM sodium bicarbonate. The SCN slices were dissected out and transferred onto 

a PTFE membrane insert (Millipore) in 35-mm culture dishes with 1.2 ml of DMEM (D5030, 
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Sigma) supplemented with 3.5 g/L D-glucose, 2mM Glutamax (Gibco), 10 mM HEPES, 25 U/ml 

penicillin/streptomycin, 2% B-27 Plus (Gibco), and 0.1 mM D-Luciferin sodium salt (Tocris). The 

SCN slice position was adjusted to the center of the dish and 1.5μl AAV (pAAV1-Syn-

ChrimsonR-tdT, Addgene)140 was placed directly onto the SCN slice. The culture dishes were then 

sealed with an optically clear PCR plate film (Bio-Rad) and maintained in a non-humidified 

incubator at 36.8 °C for about 10 days. The opsin expression was checked after about 10 days of 

viral transduction by imaging tdT fluorescence. 

 

Bioluminescence recording and in situ optogenetic stimulation 

After viral transduction, bioluminescence from firefly luciferase in each of PER2::LUC 

SCN slices was recorded in 6 min intervals by a 32-channel/4-photomultiplier tube luminometer 

LumiCycle (Actimetrics) in a non-humidified, light-tight incubator at 36.8°C. Baseline rhythms 

were recorded for at least three days before optogenetic stimulation. For optogenetic stimulation, 

625nm LED light (10Hz, 10ms pulse width, 1.5mW/mm2) was delivered at the center (6mm 

illumination radius) of a target culture dish by a fiber-coupled LED (M625F2, Thorlabs). The LED 

was located outside the incubator and coupled to a multimode fiber cable (Ø1500μm, 0.39NA) 

(M93L, Thorlabs) and a fiber collimation package (F230SMA-B, Thorlabs) tethered above 

samples. Light pulses were generated by an LED driver (LEDD1B, Thorlabs) and a signal 

generator (Mhinstek). For remotely turning on and off the photomultiplier tubes in the 

luminometer, a relay switch (Sensata-Crydom) was added in the electrical circuit of the 

luminometer and connected to a multi-functional I/O device (National Instruments). Custom-

written code in Matlab (Mathworks)167 was used to access luminescence data collection software 

(Actimetrics), the multi-functional I/O device, and a signal generator software (Mhinstek). The 
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Matlab code loaded a spreadsheet having stimulation settings and time schedules, and executed a 

series of events during optogenetic stimulation: pause bioluminescence recording, target 

positioning, stimulation initiation, stimulation termination, and resumption of the recording. For a 

long light exposure test, 12h blue or red light pulses (10Hz, 10ms pulse width, 1.2mW/ mm2) were 

illuminated onto PER2::LUC SCN slices by LEDs (M470F3 or M625F2, respectively, Thorlabs) 

coupled to a multimode fiber cable (Ø1500μm, 0.39NA) (M93L, Thorlabs). Blue light-illuminated 

samples were given a medium change two days after illumination. 

 

Bioluminescence recording data analysis and visualization 

Raw bioluminescence data were baseline-subtracted using 24h running averages and 

smoothed by 2.4h moving averages using LumiCycle Analysis software (Actimetrics), and then 

they were loaded as normalized actograms into Matlab-run ClockLab software (Actimetrics) for 

further analyses. Phase shifts were determined as the time difference between the observed post-

stimulation peak of the bioluminescence rhythm and the predicted peak from a linear regression 

of at least three cycles before stimulation. Period changes were determined as the difference in the 

period length between the pre-stim and the post-stim cycles. Period length was calculated using a 

linear regression of at least three peaks or using Lomb-Scargle periodogram in ClockLab software. 

If peaks were not obvious, the period length was determined using half-maxes of the rising phase. 

Acrophases were calculated using ClockLab software. For data visualization, smoothed and 

baseline-subtracted bioluminescence rhythms were represented as double-plotted actograms 

normalized to min and max values of the data for each line of the actograms, using Excel 

(Microsoft) and Prism (Graphpad). The actograms were 24h-plotted unless otherwise stated. 

Bioluminescence rhythms of 12h light-exposed slices were visualized using Excel and LumiCycle 
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Analysis software. For quantifying the effect of a long light exposure on the rhythm amplitude, 

the amplitude of the first post-treatment cycle was normalized to the amplitude of the last pre-

treatment cycle. For waveform analyses of single phase shifts, smoothed bioluminescence rhythms 

with and without stimulation were normalized to extrapolated peak and trough values based on the 

average dampening rate of the rhythm amplitude over time. Then the rhythms with stimulation 

were subtracted from those without stimulation. Normalized induction following stimulation was 

calculated as the first-cycle amplitude of the subtraction data. For waveform analyses of 

bioluminescence rhythms during T cycle entrainment, smoothed bioluminescence rhythms before 

T22/T25 entrainment and during T22 entrainment were normalized to peak and trough values, and 

the rhythms during T25 entrainment were normalized to actual troughs and interpolated peaks 

based on the first cycle of the free-running rhythms released in constant darkness. For waveform 

analyses of bioluminescence rhythms during skeleton photoperiods, the smoothed first derivatives 

were taken from the smoothed, baseline-subtracted bioluminescence rhythms normalized to min 

and max values, using Excel and Prism. The duration of the rising and falling phases was 

determined using the time duration between the zero crossings of the first derivatives. If the first 

derivatives were close to zero but did not make a zero crossing due to an increase immediately 

following an optogenetic stimulation, the local minimum was defined as the end of the rising 

phase. Waveform data were visualized using Excel and Prism. 

 

Time-lapsed bioluminescence imaging with optogenetic stimulation and data analyses 

SCN slices expressing PER2::LUC and pAAV-ChrimsonR-tdT were cultured in the sealed 

35mm dishes as described above, and the dishes were transferred into a temperature-controlled 

chamber of the LV200 microscope system (Olympus) equipped with an imaging software 
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(CellSens, Olympus), an EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu) and an LED light illumination system 

(CoolLED). Bioluminescent images were acquired every ten minutes using 40x objective lens and 

0.2x tube lens. For optogenetic stimulation, 10Hz 635nm LED light pulses with 10ms pulse width 

were illuminated for 15 minutes using real-time controllers (Olympus) and the experimental 

manager of CellSens imaging software. Stimulation time was determined using at least three cycles 

of PER2::LUC bioluminescence rhythms before stimulation. For regional analyses in ImageJ 

(NIH), background noise of bioluminescent image series was removed using grouped Z project 

with group size 2 and minimum intensity method, and 15x15 pixels ROIs were generated based 

on average intensity projection of the image series. Mean intensity data from each ROI was 0th-

order smoothed in Prism, and peak times of the bioluminescence rhythms were determined using 

Excel. To create a circadian phase map, peak time data were normalized to the mean and plotted 

as a rainbow-colored heat map in Prism. A circadian period map was created using period values 

calculated from three cycle peaks for each ROI. Phase shifts and period changes were calculated 

as described above. To determine the overall phase dispersion within the SCN slice, circular 

variance (=1 – mean vector length) was calculated and Rayleigh plots were generated using Oriana 

(Kovach Computing Services).  

For cluster analyses in each dimension (e.g., phase shift), two clusters were formed from 

each SCN slice using Ward’s minimum variance method in SPSS (IBM) to separate ROIs with 

larger values from ROIs with smaller values, and then two-clustered SCN slices were color-coded 

in Excel. The color-coded clusters were group-averaged using ImageJ, and the group-averaged 

was clustered again in SPSS to divide into three regions. To calculate the difference in each 

dimension among the three clusters, bioluminescent image series were re-analyzed using ROIs 

corresponding to each cluster.  
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Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed in Prism (Graphpad). Statistical tests used for each 

experiment are provided in the figure legend. Data are presented as a mean ± standard error of 

mean (SEM) and differences between groups were considered statistically significant when p < 

0.05. 
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CHAPTER III 

 

DNA methylation is a widespread mechanism of light-induced period plasticity of circadian 

behavior and SCN rhythms 

 

 

3.1 Abstract 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the hypothalamus is a principal light-responsive 

circadian clock that adjusts circadian rhythms in mammalian physiology and behavior to changes 

in external light signals. Although mechanisms underlying how light acutely resets the phase of 

circadian rhythms are well characterized, it remains elusive how light signals induce lasting 

changes in circadian period, or period after-effects. Here we have found that period after-effects 

of altered daytime periods (photoperiods) on circadian behavior require DNA methylation in the 

SCN, an epigenetic mechanism of the gene regulation. At the level of single light pulses or clock-

resetting stimulations, DNA methylation in the SCN mediates period after-effects following acute 

phase shifts in SCN clock gene rhythms and behavioral output rhythms. Phase shifts themselves, 

however, do not necessitate DNA methylation at the SCN and behavioral levels. Given previous 

studies showing that DNA methylation in the SCN is essential for period after-effects of non-24hr 

light cycles (T-cycles), our results suggest that DNA methylation in the SCN is a widespread 

mechanism of light-induced period after-effects regulating all major types: after-effects of T-

cycles, photoperiods, and single light pulses.  
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3.2 Introduction 

Circadian rhythms are pervasive in mammalian physiology and behavior in anticipation of 

daily environmental cycles. Nearly all mammalian cells including neurons and glia have the 

endogenous 24-hour timing mechanism, or the circadian clock, whose molecular basis is self-

sustained circadian oscillations of the clock genes including Period (Per) and Cryptochrome (Cry) 

genes via autoregulatory transcription-translation feedback mechanisms23. Individual cellular 

circadian rhythms in the body are adjusted in tune with daily light cycles by the suprachiasmatic 

nucleus (SCN) in the hypothalamus which receives retinal light input57. The period length of 

circadian rhythms, or circadian period, is genetically defined but can be modified by external light 

signals2,12. Brief light exposures at night causing phase delays or advances in circadian rhythms 

lead to enduring changes in circadian period, or period after-effects, in constant conditions without 

external timing cues. Phase delays cause period lengthening after-effects, while phase advances 

cause period shortening after-effects2. In addition, synchronization of circadian rhythms or 

entrainment to different light-dark (LD) cycles, such as non-24h light-dark cycles (T-cycles; e.g., 

11 hr light and 11 hr dark per 22 hr [T22]) and altered durations of daylight (photoperiods; e.g., 

16 hr light and 8 hr dark per 24 hr [LD 16:8]), cause pronounced period after-effects12.  

Previous work106 showed that DNA methylation in the mouse SCN is necessary for after-

effects on circadian period of behavioral rhythms following weeks of entrainment to non-24h light 

cycles, suggesting that epigenetic regulation of gene expression might mediate long-lasting 

changes in circadian clock properties. However, it remains an open question whether DNA 

methylation is involved in other types of period after-effects. Also, it remains unclear whether 

DNA methylation regulates period after-effects at the level of single light pulses, or it does so only 

after chronic light exposures such as light entrainment.  
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Here, we show that DNA methylation in the SCN is necessary for photoperiodic 

aftereffects on circadian period of behavioral rhythms and uncover that DNA methylation 

regulates period plasticity of SCN clock gene rhythms and behavioral output rhythms at the level 

of acute clock-resetting stimulations without influencing induced phase shifts. Our results suggest 

that DNA methylation is a fundamental mechanism of period after-effects of prior light history. 

 

3.3 Results 

DNA methylation in the SCN is essential for after-effects of photoperiods on a period of 

circadian behavior 

Entrainment of mouse circadian locomotor behavior to long summer-like photoperiods 

(e.g., 16 hr light per 24 hr) causes a subsequent shortening of the endogenous circadian period 

when measured in constant darkness12. To test whether DNA methylation is involved in period 

after-effects of long photoperiod entrainment, we blocked DNA methylation in the mouse brain 

via infusion of RG108, a pan-inhibitor of DNA methyltransferases, into the third ventricle 

surrounded by the SCN during entrainment of wheel-running behavior rhythms to LD 16:8 

photoperiods (Figure 3.1A). Mice which had been maintained in LD 12:12 light cycles were placed 

in running wheel cages and allowed to free-run for 7 days in constant darkness to establish their 

baseline circadian locomotor rhythm period. Mice were then re-entrained to a LD 12:12 light 

cycles for 9-10 days, with infusion of RG108 started on day 4 or 5, and either continued for an 

additional 10 days in LD 12:12 (Control), or entrained to LD 16:8 light cycles for 12 days (LD 

16:8), and then allowed to free-run for 7 days to assay for period after-effects. Control group 

RG108-infused mice did not show a significant difference in endogenous period change compared 

to vehicle controls (Figure 3.1B), suggesting that DNA methylation itself does not affect the  
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Figure 3.1. DNA methylation mediates after-effects on circadian period following long 

photoperiod entrainment.  

(A) Representative double-plotted mouse locomotor actograms under different lighting 

conditions (a 12h light cycle, a 16h light cycle, constant darkness). (Figure legend continues.) 
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(Figure legend continued.) Yellow and grey areas indicate a light and a dark phase, respectively. 

Black ticks indicate wheel-running behavior patterns. Red asterisks denote onset of RG108 or a 

drug vehicle infusion into the third ventricle of the brain. (B) Quantification of changes in the 

endogenous period in constant darkness in control (a 12h light cycle) and LD16:8 (a change 

from a 12h to a 16h light cycle) conditions with RG108 or a drug vehicle infusion. (Two-way 

ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n = 6-7, ns: not significant, *p 

< 0.05). (C) Quantification of the endogenous period at the baseline (the first constant darkness) 

and the after-effect period (the second constant darkness) following long photoperiod 

entrainment. (RM two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, 

n = 6, ***p<0.001). 
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baseline circadian period. In contrast, LD 16:8 vehicle control mice exhibited shortening of their 

circadian locomotor period, which was significantly blunted by RG108 (Figure 3.1B), suggesting 

that DNA methylation regulates changes to circadian period following photoperiodic entrainment.  

 

DNA methylation in the SCN regulates expression of period after-effects in circadian 

behavior following acute phase shifts 

Resetting of circadian rhythms by discrete light exposure is fundamental for circadian 

entrainment to light cycles12. In addition, an acute phase delay or an advance in circadian rhythms 

induced by a brief light exposure causes period after-effects, with a period lengthening or a 

shortening on subsequent cycles2. Interestingly, the magnitude of subsequent period changes is 

positively correlated with the magnitude of the preceding phase shifts107,108. We thus sought to 

investigate two questions. First, is DNA methylation involved in period changes following acute 

light exposure, not just following weeks of entrainment to different photoperiods (Figure 3.1), or 

non-24h light cycles106? Second, does DNA methylation regulate period after-effects by 

modulating the magnitude of initial phase shifts, or by directly acting on expression of period after-

effects?  

To test whether and how DNA methylation mediates period after-effects at the level of 

discrete light pulses, we inhibited DNA methylation in the mouse brain with RG108 injection into 

the third ventricle near the SCN and then delivered 1h light pulses in the early physiological night 

(~circadian time (CT) 13.5, ~CT16.5) in constant darkness to induce phase shifts and period after-

effects in locomotor behavior rhythms (Figure 3.2A). Vehicle controls showed phase delays and 

period lengthening following light pulses as expected (Figure 3.2B-D). RG108-treated mice 

showed similar magnitude phase delays to vehicle controls, but period lengthening was blocked 
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(Figure 3.2B-D), indicating that DNA methylation regulates period changes without directly 

affecting phase shifts. This supports an idea that DNA methylation mediates expression of period 

after-effects following acute resetting of circadian rhythms.  

 

After-effects of phase resetting on a period of SCN molecular rhythms are modulated by 

DNA methylation 

The preceding experiments in animals showed that inhibition of DNA methylation directed 

at the SCN blocks expression of behavioral period plasticity to photoperiodic entrainment and 

single phase shifts. As circadian behavioral rhythms are regulated by interactions between a central 

SCN clock and other peripheral brain clocks168,169, in principle, DNA methylation might be acting 

directly on expression of period plasticity in the SCN itself, or through actions on other brain 

clocks downstream of the SCN for behavioral outputs.  

To test whether DNA methylation mediates circadian after-effects directly on SCN molecular 

rhythms, we used organotypic SCN slice cultures expressing a bioluminescent reporter of clock 

protein PER2 expression (PER2::LUC)130, and induced phase shifts in PER2::LUC rhythms in 

SCN slices by applying vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), a neuropeptide mediating light-

induced SCN clock resetting57, at early physiological night (CT14) in the presence or absence of 

a DNA methylation blocker RG108 in culture medium (Figure 3.3). RG108 treatment itself 

without VIP application did not change the phase or period of PER2::LUC bioluminescence 

rhythms in SCN slices (Figure 3.3A-C), suggesting that DNA methylation is not essential for 

maintaining SCN rhythms in the resting state. This is consistent with a previous observation106 and 

ours that blocking DNA methylation itself does not affect the endogenous period of circadian 

behavior. When VIP was applied to SCN slices, RG108 co-treatment did not affect VIP-induced  
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Figure 3.2. DNA methylation mediates after-effects on circadian period of locomotor 

behavioral rhythms without affecting acute phase delays.  

(A) Representative wheel-running behavior actograms with brief light exposure (yellow bars) in 

constant darkness with a drug vehicle (left) or RG108 (right) injection (red asterisk) in the third 

ventricle. Bars above the actograms indicate the 12h light (yellow) and 12h dark (grey) cycle 

previously entrained to which mice were before release into constant darkness. Red and blue 

dashed lines indicate linear regression of locomotor activity onsets (Figure legend continues.)  
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(Figure legend continued.) before and after light exposure, respectively. The slopes of regression 

lines are the calculated activity rhythm periods. Yellow arrows denote phase shifts. (B-C) 

Quantification of phase shifts (B) and period changes (C) following light exposure in vehicle- 

and RG108-injected mice. (Unpaired t-test, mean ± SEM, n = 5-7, ***p<0.001). (D) 

Quantification of the endogenous period before and after light exposure (baseline, after-effect) 

in vehicle- and RG108-injected mice. (RM two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 

comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n=5-7, ****p<0.0001). 
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Figure 3.3. DNA methylation mediates VIP-induced after-effects on the ex vivo SCN 

rhythm period without affecting acute phase delays.  

(A) Representative double-plotted actograms of PER2::LUC bioluminescence rhythms in SCN 

slices treated with one of combinations of VIP, RG108, and (Figure legend continues.)  
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(Figure legend continued.) their vehicles. Red and blue lines indicate linear regression of peaks 

before and after treatment (green triangles), respectively. Yellow arrows denote phase shifts. (B-

C) Quantification of phase shifts (B) and period changes (C) following treatment. (Two-way 

ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n=4-6, ns: not significant, 

**p<0.01). 
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phase shifts in SCN rhythms but it attenuated VIP-induced period changes (Figure 3.3A-C). This 

suggests that DNA methylation directly modulates expression of after-effects on SCN rhythms 

following acute phase shifts, consistent with our findings in behavioral experiments.  

Since in the previous experiments VIP was applied as a bolus, and not washed out, its 

continued presence in the medium could potentially confound after-effects on period with 

persistent ongoing effects of VIP itself on period. Therefore, we sought to test these results with a 

more temporally precise stimulus to the ex vivo SCN. Recently, our lab showed that optogenetic 

stimulation of the ex vivo SCN using a red light-sensitive opsin ChrimsonR mimics light-induced 

resetting of circadian rhythms in vivo170. Here, we expressed ChrimsonR in neurons in SCN slices 

from PER2::LUC mice with an AAV (AAV-Synapsin-ChrimsonR-tdTomato)140. We then applied 

to the SCN slices a different class of pan-DNA methyltransferase inhibitor, SGI-1027, and one 

day later delivered 15-minutes of optogenetic stimulation (625 nm, 10 Hz, 10 ms pulse width) to 

SCN neurons in their early physiological night (CT14) to mimic retinal light input to the SCN 

(Figure 3.4). SGI-1027 treatment itself without optogenetic stimulation did not affect SCN 

PER2::LUC rhythms (Figure 3.4A-C), suggesting again that DNA methylation does not influence 

resting-state circadian rhythms in the SCN. SGI-1027 treatment prior to optogenetic stimulation 

suppressed period changes in the SCN rhythms following the stimulation, but it did not impact 

phase shifts (Figure 3.4A-C). This further supports the notion that DNA methylation is not 

essential for phase shifts in SCN rhythms following acute light input, but it is required for 

expression of after-effects on SCN rhythm period on subsequent cycles. 
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Figure 3.4. DNA methylation is critical for after-effects on the ex vivo SCN rhythm period 

following acute optogenetic stimulation of SCN neurons.  

(A) Representative double-plotted actograms of PER2::LUC bioluminescence rhythms in SCN 

slices with SGI-1027 or its vehicle treatment (green arrows), and sham or optogenetic 

stimulation (red bars). Grey and blue dashed lines indicate linear regression of peaks before and 

after stimulation, respectively. Yellow arrows denote phase shifts. (B-C) Quantification of phase 

shifts (B) and period changes (C) following sham or optogenetic stimulation. (One-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons tests, mean ± SEM, n=4-5, ns: not significant, 

*p<0.01). 
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3.4 Discussion 

This study extends the understanding that DNA methylation is involved in light modulation 

of circadian period, a lasting form of circadian clock plasticity. Previous studies showed that DNA 

methylation in the SCN mediates period after-effects following months of entrainment to non-24h 

light cycles (T-cycles)106. Here we have shown that entrainment to altered daytime lengths 

(photoperiods) involves DNA methylation to express after-effects on circadian period, and 

uncovered that at the level of single light pulses the SCN produces circadian after-effects via DNA 

methylation. Thus, our results suggest that the SCN involves DNA methylation as a widespread 

mechanism of period after-effects at the molecular and behavioral output levels. 

After-effects on circadian period is a prominent example of circadian clock plasticity to 

different lighting conditions. DNA methylation was previously shown to be necessary for period 

plasticity in the case of T-cycle entrainment75,106. However, the role of DNA methylation in period 

plasticity following other forms of light exposure remained uncharacterized. Unlike T-cycle 

entrainment, which is rarely, if ever, experienced in nature, photoperiod entrainment is a key 

function of the circadian clock critical for mediating seasonal changes in animal physiology and 

behavior. We now show that period plasticity following photoperiod entrainment likely involves 

DNA methylation in the SCN. Interestingly, DNA methylation plays a key role in regulating 

seasonal timing of reproduction in many different taxa including animals and plants171. In rodents, 

DNA methylation is critical for hypothalamic regulation of seasonal reproductive organ 

development172. This suggests that seasonal changes in DNA methylation patterns in different 

brain regions, including the SCN, might coordinately regulate seasonality of animal physiology 

and behavior. Future studies will be needed to investigate how photoperiod-induced period 

plasticity is coordinated with other hypothalamic regulation for seasonal physiology and behavior.  
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Another important point of this study is that our data suggest that DNA methylation can 

take place in the SCN following even a brief light exposure or a clock-resetting stimulation to 

mediate period plasticity. Given that DNA methylation is essential for period changes following 

months of T-cycle entrainment106, this suggests that DNA methylation might universally regulate 

light-induced period plasticity regardless of the duration of altered lighting paradigms, although 

DNA methylation might act on different targets for period changes following acute light exposure 

than those following entrainment. Interestingly, ontological analyses of DNA methylation in the 

SCN following T-cycle entrainment revealed that the most significant changes in DNA 

methylation were found in genes encoding neurotransmitter receptors and ion channels75, 

suggesting that changes in intercellular coupling within the SCN might be regulated by DNA 

methylation to induce period plasticity. Further investigating targets of DNA methylation for 

period plasticity to different lighting conditions will deepen our understanding of epigenetic 

regulation of circadian clock plasticity.  

Lastly, our study has implications in human health. Our data suggest that DNA methylation 

patterns in the SCN might change dynamically following altered lighting conditions, including a 

brief light exposure at night or seasonal changes in daylight lengths, to mediate after-effects on 

circadian period. Given that animals including humans can experience highly varying circadian 

lighting conditions throughout their lifetime, this suggests that studying dynamics of DNA 

methylation patterns in the SCN might contribute to understanding the molecular basis of effects 

of prior light history on the circadian clock2, and to assessing potential health impacts on human 

populations experiencing a high degree of changes in environmental lighting conditions including 

those living at a high latitude with large seasonal changes in daylight and those experiencing 

circadian misalignments such as shift workers and those frequently traveling across time zones.  
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3.5 Materials and methods 

Animals and housing 

Two to four months old Wild-type C57BL/6J mice (000664, Jackson Laboratory) were 

used for behavioral experiments. For organotypic SCN slice culture from heterozygous 

PER2::LUC knock-in mice130, 2-4 months old mice were used in VIP application experiments and 

P11-14 mice were used in optogenetic stimulation experiments. We used heterozygous 

PER2::LUC mice as the PER2::LUC knock-in allele can alter circadian functions such as free-

running period166. All animals were housed in a 12:12 light-dark cycle (except as noted), and had 

food and water provided ad libitum. For circadian behavioral experiments, male mice were used 

to avoid effects of the estrous cycle on circadian behavior and transferred from their home cages 

to individually housed wheel-running cages connected to a computer for monitoring locomotor 

activity using ClockLab software (Actimetrics). Wheel-running cages with ad libitum access to 

food and water were placed in light-tight chambers and exposed to various lighting conditions 

controlled by ClockLab including constant darkness and a 16:8 light-dark cycle. For ex vivo 

assays, both male and female mice were used in experiments. Experiments were performed in 

accordance with the Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and 

National Institutes of Health guidelines. 

 

Stereotaxic surgery and drug delivery to the brain 

Mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane and placed securely in a stereotaxic apparatus 

(Kopf Instruments) with the body temperature maintained at 36°C using a homeothermic heating 

pad (Harvard Apparatus). Eye lubricant was applied to prevent drying during surgery. For RG108 

infusion into the third ventricle, an implantable osmotic pump (Model 1004, infusion rate 
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0.11μl/hr, Alzet) was filled with 200μM RG108 in aCSF (0.66% DMSO) or vehicle and primed 

with sterile saline at 36.8°C before use as per manufacturer’s instruction. RG108 concentration 

was chosen based on previous studies examining behavioral outcomes associated with blocking 

DNA methylation in a brain region111,173. An osmotic cannula (28 gauge, Plastics One) was 

stereotaxically implanted in the third ventricle near the SCN (relative to bregma, A/P: -0.5 mm, 

M/L: 0.0 mm, D/V: -4.5 mm) and connected to the osmotic pump via a vinyl catheter tubing 

(Alzet). The osmotic pump was then implanted subcutaneously under the back skin as per 

manufacturer’s recommendations. After stereotaxic surgery, mice were returned to individually 

housed wheel-running cages for recovery and subsequent behavioral experiments. To ensure pump 

infusion, the pump reservoir was inspected after behavioral experiments.  

For RG108 injection into the third ventricle, a guide cannula (26 gauge, Plastics One) was 

implanted in the same location as for infusion and capped with a dummy cannula (Plastics One). 

After stereotaxic surgery, mice were returned to individually housed wheel-running cages for 

recovery and subsequent experiments. On the day of light stimulation in constant darkness, mice 

were taken out of their cages, and while mice were held tightly under dim red light a dummy 

cannula was removed and an internal cannula (Plastics One) was inserted into a guide cannula and 

connected to a 10μl microsyringe (Model 1701, Hamilton) filled with 100μM RG108 in aCSF 

(0.66% DMSO) or a vehicle via PE50 tubing (Plastics One). Mice were released and allowed to 

move around while RG108 or a vehicle was dispensed at 0.5μl/sec using a syringe dispenser 

(Hamilton). After injection, the injection system was disassembled and mice were returned to their 

cages under dim red light.  
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Circadian wheel-running behavioral assays and data analyses 

Mice were transferred to individually housed wheel-running cages in light-tight chambers 

provided with experimental lighting conditions. Mice were habituated in wheel-running cages 

under a 12:12 LD cycle for at least three days before experiments. For photoperiodic entrainment 

assays, mice were released into constant darkness for a week to measure a baseline circadian 

period, and they received stereotaxic brain surgery for RG108 or a vehicle infusion after four or 

five days of re-exposure to a 12:12 LD cycle. After additional four or five days in a 12:12 LD 

cycle, mice were exposed to a 16:8 LD cycle for 12 days and then released into constant darkness 

to measure an after-effect on circadian period. Light cycle control mice remained in a 12:12 LD 

cycle for a total of 20 days before a release into constant darkness. For light pulse experiments, 

mice received stereotaxic brain surgery and after a week of recovery in a 12:12 LD cycle they were 

released into constant darkness for six days to measure a baseline circadian period. On day 7, mice 

received RG108 or a vehicle injection under dim red light around CT10.5 (CT12 was defined as 

the onset of nocturnal locomotor activity) and were given two one-hour light pulses in constant 

darkness around CT13.5 and CT16.5. Wheel-running activity after the light pulses was recorded 

to measure phase shifts and period changes.  

Wheel-running activity records were extracted and analyzed using ClockLab software 

running in Matlab (Mathworks). Single- or double-plotted 24-hour actograms with lighting 

information were produced and activity onsets were determined using ClockLab. Phase shifts were 

calculated as difference in time between the activity onsets observed following light exposure and 

those predicted using linear regression from activity onsets before light exposure. Period changes 

were calculated as differences in the period length of at least six cycles before and after changes 

in light exposure using Chi-square periodogram in ClockLab.  
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Ex vivo SCN bioluminescence rhythm assays 

Organotypic SCN slice culture was performed as previously described170. Briefly, 300μm-

thick coronal slices containing the SCN were obtained from PER2::LUC mouse brains using a 

vibratome (Leica) and placed on a semi-permeable membrane insert (PTFE, Millipore) in 35-mm 

culture dishes. The culture dishes were sealed with a transparent PCR plate film (Bio-Rad) and 

maintained in a multi-channel luminometer LumiCycle (Actimetrics) inside an incubator at 

36.8°C. Bioluminescence from PER2::LUC SCN slices was recorded in 10 min intervals. For VIP 

application experiments, culture medium was 1.2ml of DMEM supplemented with 10mM HEPES, 

25U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 2% B-27 Plus (Gibco), and 0.1mM D-luciferin sodium salt 

(Tocris). 1µM VIP (Tocris) dissolved in sterile water was applied at CT14 to the culture medium 

15 mins prior to 200µM RG108 (dissolved in 0.66% DMSO) application in the medium. CT12 

was defined as the peak of PER2::LUC rhythms. CT14 was determined using at least three cycles 

of PER2::LUC rhythms before drug application. Drugs were pre-warmed before application and 

not washed off.  

For optogenetic stimulation experiments, culture medium was the same as for VIP 

application experiments except that it contained 2mM Glutamax (Gibco) instead of L-glutamine. 

1µl AAV (pAAV1-Syn-ChrimsonR-tdTomato, Addgene)140 was applied onto SCN slices before 

sealing culture dishes. The opsin expression was confirmed by imaging tdTomato fluorescence 10 

days after viral transduction. 10µM SGI-1027 (Tocris) dissolved in DMSO was applied to culture 

medium one day before optogenetic stimulation. For optogenetic stimulation, 625nm LED light 

pulses (10Hz, 10ms) were illuminated onto SCN slices at CT14 for 15 minutes using an integrated 

system of luminometry and optogenetic stimulation previously described170.  
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Bioluminescence recording data analysis 

Bioluminescence data were analyzed as previously described170. Briefly, raw data were 

baseline-subtracted and smoothed using LumiCycle Analysis software (Actimetrics). Then they 

were loaded into Matlab-run ClockLab for further analyses. Phase shifts were calculated as 

difference in time between the rhythm peaks observed following drug application or optogenetic 

stimulation and those predicted using linear regression from peaks before manipulation. Period 

changes were determined as difference in the period length of at least three cycles using linear 

regression of peaks. Bioluminescence data were visualized using Excel (Microsoft) and Prism 

(Graphpad). 

 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 

For all experiments, mice were randomly assigned to control and experimental groups. For 

circadian behavior assays, only male mice were used to avoid estrous cycle effects on circadian 

period. For ex vivo SCN rhythm assays, both males and females were used. For statistical 

comparisons, unpaired t-tests, one-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post hoc tests, or two-way 

ANOVAs with Sidak’s post hoc tests were performed using Prism, and tests used for individual 

experiments are described in the figure legends. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of 

mean (SEM). Differences between groups were considered statistically significant when the p-

value was less than 0.05. 
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CHAPTER IV 

 

Conclusions and future directions 

 

 My work presented in this dissertation addresses a fundamental question in circadian 

biology: how light signals induce entrainment and plasticity of SCN clock gene rhythms. In 

Chapter II, I developed novel methods that allow tracking of clock gene rhythms in real time 

throughout entrainment, and which revealed that SCN clock gene rhythms under light entrainment 

change their waveforms from sinusoids to asymmetric shapes with accelerated synthetic phases 

following dawn and prolonged degradative phases following dusk. The SCN clock expresses 

canonical forms of circadian clock plasticity at the fundamental level of core clock genes. Also, I 

mapped out the spatial organization of phase resetting and after-effects in the SCN, and uncovered 

that phase resetting is more pronounced in the ventrolateral SCN, while after-effects are larger in 

the dorsomedial SCN. In Chapter III, I showed that DNA methylation mediates after-effects of 

photoperiods, and revealed that at the level of brief light exposure the SCN clock involves DNA 

methylation to produce after-effects. Taken together, these results contribute to our understanding 

of circadian light entrainment and clock plasticity at the molecular and network levels, and provide 

new directions for future studies into studying mechanisms of circadian entrainment and plasticity, 

as described below.  

 Real-time recordings of clock gene expression under entrainment conditions (Chapter II) 

fully revealed the dynamic nature of circadian rhythms in gene expression that had been inferred 

indirectly from snapshots of those rhythms. Circadian rhythms in gene expression under light 

entrainment have often been assumed as symmetrical sinusoidal rhythms and fitted to cosine 
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curves accordingly. Real-time PER2 rhythms in entrainment conditions, however, show that 

effects of light or clock-resetting signals on rhythmic gene expression throughout the 24-hour cycle 

are not uniform, but they are distinct in different clock phases, causing an asymmetry in molecular 

waveforms: light signals in the morning accelerate the synthetic phase, while evening light signals 

slow down the degradative phase. Notably, Per1/2 expression is light-inducible via activation of 

cAMP-response elements (CREs)23. Although other clock genes do not contain CREs, their 

expression might be indirectly induced by light, as interlocked TTFLs influence the expression of 

one clock gene and another. Indeed, Bmal1 rhythms in the SCN are gradually phase delayed by 

single light exposure around circadian dusk, while Per1 rhythms are immediately phase delayed174. 

However, differences in kinetics of phase shifts between Per1 and Bmal1 rhythms are not 

pronounced during a small magnitude of phase advances174, leaving a question of whether that is 

because of differences in the magnitude or direction of phase shifts. Real-time measurement of 

Bmal1 rhythms under entrainment conditions would allow examination of how the different phase-

shifting kinetics of Per and Bmal1 rhythms affects kinetics and other properties of entrainment. 

Furthermore, studying how rhythms in expression of clock-controlled genes are light-reset, and 

how they achieve light entrainment will advance our understanding of the circadian regulatory 

network. 

 The ex vivo entrainment assays I developed can be adapted for tracking subregional 

rhythms in SCN slices throughout entrainment conditions, and thus can contribute to investigating 

how SCN entrainment is established and maintained at the molecular and network levels. This 

question has been addressed using previous methods that had significant limitations. Circadian 

behavioral assays combined with genetic manipulations in vivo are limited to examining molecular 

mechanisms of SCN entrainment at the behavioral output level. Assessing free-running rhythms 
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in the SCN explanted from animals entrained to light cycles does not fully capture active encoding 

of entrainment in the SCN, as the network state of SCN rhythms under entrainment rapidly reverts 

to the baseline following a release into free-running conditions81. Ex vivo entrainment assays 

combined with genetic or pharmacological manipulations allow direct testing of what molecular 

mechanisms mediate SCN entrainment at the ensemble and individual oscillator levels. For 

example, previous work by Myung and colleagues suggested that GABA switching in the dorsal 

SCN mediates phase dispersion in SCN rhythms under long photoperiods, and that changes in 

chloride homeostasis induce GABA switching80. Given that skeleton long photoperiods mimic 

most aspects of complete long photoperiods including photoperiod-induced phase dispersion109, 

whether such GABA switching is necessary for phase dispersion and for long photoperiod 

entrainment can be tested by blocking chloride transporters during ex vivo entrainment to skeleton 

long photoperiods.  

 Canonical forms of circadian clock plasticity expressed in the SCN at the ensemble level 

(Chapter II) can be further studied using real-time imaging of ex vivo SCN under entrainment 

conditions. I revealed that phase jumps during skeleton photoperiods are dynamic processes of 

waveform changes in SCN molecular rhythms at the ensemble level. It is completely unknown 

what happens to SCN rhythms at the network level during phase jumps. It would be interesting to 

see whether the SCN rhythm largely maintains intercellular phase synchrony or there is any 

regional pattern of network changes in SCN rhythms. This will give us novel insights into coupling 

properties of the SCN oscillator. In addition, I revealed how SCN ensemble period changes over 

the course of entrainment. It will be interesting to explore how circadian period is encoded in the 

SCN at the network level throughout entrainment. Myung and colleagues predicted using a SCN 

mathematical model that fast and slow oscillators are further phase-dispersed under long 
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photoperiods80. It remains an open question how circadian period organization in the SCN is 

modified and influences phase synchrony, and vice versa, throughout long photoperiod 

entrainment. 

 Regional heterogeneity in phase shifts between the ventrolateral and dorsomedial SCN 

suggested in my dissertation work can be further studied to determine the underlying mechanisms. 

As synchronous optogenetic stimulation of all SCN neurons produced regionally different phase 

responses, such heterogeneity might be derived from cell-intrinsic differences in phase-shifting 

capacity. Notably, the ventral and dorsal regions are respectively populated by VIP and AVP 

neurons57, suggesting that those neurons show different phase responses to the same light signals. 

This could be tested by delivering clock-resetting stimulations to either VIP or AVP neurons and 

then comparing their phase shifts. Interestingly, intracellular calcium rhythms are asynchronous 

between the dorsal and ventral regions in free-running conditions, although voltage and firing rate 

rhythms are synchronous across the regions175. Given that an increase in intracellular calcium level 

in the SCN is critical for light-induced phase resetting176 and a higher calcium level following an 

acute stimulation (e.g., either via a higher influx or timing of stimulation close to a peak phase) 

might cause a bigger amplitude of phase shifts, it might be worth examining regional differences 

in changes in intracellular calcium rhythms within the SCN in response to clock-resetting 

stimulations.  

 Other remaining questions from my dissertation work focus on after-effects. Real-time 

SCN imaging throughout single phase shifts revealed that the magnitude of phase shifts is 

inversely correlated with that of after-effects, suggesting that after-effects of phase shifts 

compensate for regional differences in initial phase shifts and thus revert phase synchrony to the 

baseline level. Given that after-effects of single pulses at the SCN network level suggest a role in 
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recovering phase synchrony, it will be informative to explore whether that is the case in 

entrainment conditions, and if not, what roles after-effects play in phase and period synchrony 

within the SCN. Surprisingly, after-effects of one-pulse T-cycles were not pronounced in the ex 

vivo SCN compared to those of a single pulse, suggesting that T-cycle after-effects might not 

simply be an accumulative effect of after-effects of single pulses. In fact, this result fits well with 

discrete mechanisms of entrainment: entrainment is achieved by discrete phase shifts without 

period changes12. As the T-cycle entrainment I have used relies on only one light response every 

cycle and thus is not as stable as two-pulse or complete T-cycle entrainment12, it would be 

interesting to assess after-effects of two-pulse T-cycles and compare to those of one-pulse T-

cycles. This might give us a clue for the origin of after-effects of entrainment. Additionally, it 

remains largely unexplored what is the role of different clock genes in the expression of after-

effects. Given that clock genes are critical for setting circadian period, they might be involved in 

light modulation of circadian period. Testing after-effects in TTFL gene knockout animals (Table 

1.1), for example, will address this question. 

 Another remaining question on after-effects from my dissertation work is mechanisms of 

DNA methylation regulation of after-effects. In addition to after-effects of T-cycles106, after-

effects of photoperiods and single light pulses involve DNA methylation (Chapter III). This 

strongly suggests that DNA methylation is a fundamental mechanism of circadian after-effects. 

However, it remains unknown which target genes of DNA methylation are essential for producing 

after-effects. Comparisons of DNA methylation profiles from the SCN between different T-cycle 

conditions revealed that differentially methylated genes are involved in neuronal 

communications75,106, suggesting that DNA methylation might regulate after-effects via 

modulation of SCN rhythm coupling. Blocking GABA signaling abolishes period differences in 
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ex vivo SCN rhythms of animals between T-22, T-24, and T-26 cycle conditions75, suggesting that 

GABA signaling is critical for maintaining after-effects of T-cycles. It will be interesting to test 

whether GABA signaling is essential for establishing after-effects and is regulated by DNA 

methylation. As VIP signaling is critical for intercellular coupling in the SCN69–71, it is worth 

examining whether DNA methylation modulates VIP signaling to produce after-effects. Other than 

genes involved in SCN networking, genes regulating stability of clock proteins such as casein 

kinase 1 delta (Ck1δ) might be modulated by DNA methylation as turnover rates of clock proteins 

are a critical parameter of circadian oscillators for setting circadian period23. 

 Lastly, methods of tracking real-time gene expression under ex vivo entrainment 

conditions described in this dissertation are currently limited for entrainment with discrete light 

pulses and thus extending the applicability to complete light cycle entrainment will be of great 

interest to the field. This technical limitation arises because optogenetic stimulation mimicking 

light input interrupts bioluminescence recording of clock gene rhythms. Also, prolonged light 

illumination in a repeated manner is potentially cytotoxic134–136, causing at least a confounding 

effect on SCN rhythms. One potential way to address this limitation is to express a step function 

opsin in SCN neurons instead of a conventional opsin. In contrast to conventional opsins being 

active at a millisecond scale, step function opsins (SFOs) show a sustained activity on the order of 

minutes after lights are off177,178. This might allow to activate SCN neurons continuously with 

discrete light pulses at intervals and mimic exposure to complete light cycles. Some SFOs such as 

step function opsin with ultra-high light sensitivity (SOUL)179 show deactivation time constant of 

~30 minutes, although photocurrent of SFOs decreases over time following light termination. 

Given that SFOs are bi-stable opsins that can be activated by blue light and deactivated by orange 

light177, it might be technically possible to make SFO photocurrent roughly constant continuously 
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if SFOs are for example given blue and orange light pulses every 20 minutes. Continuous 

activation of SFOs in SCN neurons for the duration of mimicked daylight might mimic 

subthreshold membrane depolarization in daytime180,181. Thus, SFOs might greatly serve to mimic 

complete light cycles in ex vivo SCN while enabling recording SCN rhythms almost seamlessly.  
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